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Xavante, students clash with Administration
BY TONY CESARIO
News Editor

Admissloos show
increased quality

BY lAURA BECK
A panel consisting of Xavante
Staff Writer
members and Administration met
yesterday at an Open Forum for diThe University has received
versity. The forum, held in
over
4,000 applications for 1995McIntyre 003, drew approximately
96
freshman
admissious to date,
200 students, staff and faculty memfrom which a freshman class of
bers and was heralded as "the next
675-700 students will be formed,
step" in the debate over campus di"The quality of our applicant
versity.
pool
has continued to grow stronStudents Galvin Guerrero, Kieran
ger,"
said George Mills, Dean of
Nelson and Biyan Davis served on
Admissious.
"This year's applithe panel as Xavante representatives;
cants have an average SAT score
while President Susan Resneck
of 1119, with a verbal score of
Pierce, Dean of Students Judith Kay
529
and a 590 on the math porand Access to College Initiative Dition."
According toMills, 80 perrector Kim Bobby comprised the
cent of the applicants are in the
administrative portion of the panel.
top quarter of their graduating
The forum was moderated by Dave
class.
The average GPA is 3.56.
Kupferrnan.
"Puget
Sound is definitely
Xavante representatives Nelson MORE THAN 200 STUDENTS, staff and faculty members attended the Diversity Rally
growing
in
stature," said Mills.
and Davis began the forum by pre- sponsored by Xavante Friday, April 21 In the SUB Plaza. The rally featured speakers from
"The University was recently
renting theAdministration with a list the student body as well as from the faculty.
ranked among the top eighty libof"general principles" that the group
eral arts colleges in the nation by
feels the University should adhere group, there exist faculty members Potts also said that the African past few weeks is how many shared
U.S. News and World Report."
to in order to create a more diverse who are willing to teach these continent should be the next logical values and goals there are," Pierce
"Students are concerned about
student population. courses. choice for the Cuniculum Commit- said.
costs,
but the tide is definitely
The list stated that the University
Hans Ostrom, professor of En- tee to consider and that it is time to
Dean Kay agreed with many of
running
in the direction of a qual"needs to recognize that students of gush, said that he was willing to de- restructure the curriculum.
the comments that were said at the
ity
education
such as that offered
color in general and African Amen- velop a proposal this summer for an
The group also raised the issue of forum, but raised the issue of comby UPS," Mills said. The Univercan students in particular enrich the African American Studies program. fmancial aid, saying that the Umvermitment.
sity has recieved applications
institution with their very presence"
"If someone else will join me, I sity does not designate enough funds
"The time is right for action, but
from 350 National Merit Scholand that "diversity contributes to will write a proposal for an African specifically for students of color.
what we need is long-term commitars this year, the highest number
quality and excellence." Xavante American Studies program this sum- According to President Pierce, the ment," Kay said.
ever in that area.
recommended the designation of mer, perhaps by the end of June," University already spends $650,000,
According to Nelson, the group
Diversity is on the rise statistischolarship funds to these groups as Ostrom said,
over and above regular financial aid, has the long term commitment that
cally.
Applications from students
a way to increase campus diversity.
The group also felt that the Uni- on students of color. The University Kay is looking for.
of
color
are up in all categories.
The list also stated that the Univer- versity shotild begin this week a pro- also possesses a $2,113,500 endow"It's my feeling that this school
"This
year,
20 percent of the
sity and the Board of Trustees must cess that will provide students with ment for scholarships for or with
thinks that it's the end of the year so
freshman applications are from
make recruitment and retention of at least one course in African history preference given to students of color.
we're all fired up and we're going
students of color," said Mills.
students of color the top priority of each semester, beginning in 1996. Pierce pointed out, however, that
to go away, but we're not," Nelson
Final numbers for the fall will
the institution and that failure to re- This course should also serve as a the changes occurring within the fedsaid. "We're sticking around. It's my
be in after May 1, the deadline
cruit and retain these students "is the building block for the development eral government are affecting fmangoal, and what I see is happening, is
for acceptance. Said Mills, "The
University's mistake."
of courses in Latino and Asian cial aid here at UPS. According to that this group is going to be around
campus
has been crowded of late
Following their presentation of American history by fall 1997.
Pierce, ten years ago the federal gov- in two years so they can say [to the
by
prospective
students touring
these principles, Nelson and Davis
According to Potts, all curriculum ernment provided 60 percent of the Administration] 'In 1995 you said
schools, finalizing fmancial aid
presented a list of "solutious" to the development lies within the faculty, money used for fmancial aid. That
you were going to do this, and you're
packages and just doing all those
diversity problem. Included in this specifically the Curriculum Corn- number has now dropped to 40 perlast minute things."
see XAVANTE page 4
list were actions the group felt mittee. cent.
should be done begun this week.
"All curriculum development has
Lawrence Davis, president of the
According to Xavante, the Univer- to go through the Curriculum Corn- BSU, pointed out that the Financial
7am - midnight
Seven days
sity should "set in motion this week mittee," Potts said. "There is no Aid Office does not "go that extra
a week
the establishment of an African stroke of administrative action that step" to help students of color when
American Studies program." The creates a course. The faculty are the they run into financial difficulties.
group said that this program should designers of the curriculum. Admin- However, President Pierce was
begin as a minor, similar to the pro- istrators can raise issues, support impressed by the group and what it
206 • 383 • 3465
gram development the Asian Stud- efforts, but the decision making is advocating.
ins major followed. According to the power rests with the faculty."
"What has impressed me over the
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tudents respond to
nglish major changes
BY ELAINE NELSON
Staff Writer

EWS
Last week, the Curriculum Cornittee approved the proposed
anges in the English major, these
anges could be enacted by 1996So far, most of the discussion of
ese changes has involved faculty,
)th in the Department and on the
urriculum Committee. Few have
xamined the knowledge and opinns of ordinary students in the Enlish Department. They are the ones
'ho have taken the major as it stands
nd may give the best view of how
inure students will react to the proosed major.
However, students appear to be
naware, uninterested or only par ially informed of the changes in the
uajor. In an e-mail survey sent last
riday to English majors, two of the
nly eleven students who replied
aid that they knew nothing about
e changes to the major. Several
thor students prefaced their opinons by saying that they were not
ally aware of the proposed changes.
Some of the students who were
ware of the changes in the English
lajor gained their information from
earsay, either from students or proessors, while others read about the
roposal in the Trail. Sophomore
ache1 Brumbaugh was sent a noice that informed her of her creative
riting class' removal from the
ore. Few said that they heard any
fficial notice of the proposals for
lajor change or its approval.
The changes proposed by the Enlish Department, which were aproved, include an increase in availble surveys, the removal of Introuction to Poetry and Introduction
o Fiction from the Core and the
hange of the Professional Writing
mphasis to Writing, Rhetoric, and
The changes come as the result of
three year debate within the Enlish Department. The Curriculum
ommittee has also been examining
nd debating the English
epartment's proposals since last

a quick fix for a very politically
charged topic. After all, is UPS really ready to engage in a William
Shakespeare vs. Tom Morrison type
of argument?"
Maggie Hoop, a freshman, expressed doubt at the entire system
of surveys, saying, "It depresses me
that there are great courses offered
in literature...that I would like to
know more of, but I can't fit in because I have to take three survey
courses." J.S. Talmadge hoped that
the new surveys would "provide students with a good base from which
to proceed on to the upper division
lit courses..." However, Talmadge
was also unaware that students
would only be required to take three
of the five new surveys, and his response came from this viewpoint.
Intense comments came from the
three students who commented on
the removal of creative writing
classes from the Core. All three were
enthusiastic about this change, citing their own difficulties in getting
into the creative writing classes.
Heather Lankhaar applauded the
change. "If it had been this way
sooner maybe I would have gotten
into these classes before Spring Semester Junior year," Lankhaar said.
Only two students commented on
the most radical change in the English department's proposal: the
change of the Professional Writing
emphasis to Writing, Rhetoric, and
Culture.
Minister, a sophomore and Professional Writing major, said that she
was excited by the changes. "I don't
know how this will translate into
actual course design," said Minister,
"but the skills taught through this
emphasis will be valuable in the
modern market."

Schiff to be outdoor adventure hall
BY KEfH TUFAUSKY
Staff Writer
To supplement the spirit of the
outdoors at UPS, Residential Programs has rededicated a portion of
Schiff Hall to a new educational special interest program called the Adventure Education Living-Learning
Center, or more colloquially, the
Adventure Hall.
The program is intended primarily for incoming freshmen interested in what Bob Stremba, director
of the Counseling, Health and
Weilness Center, calls "human-powered adventure."
"The Adventure Hall will be a
more supervised version of the
Outhaus, and it will be on a much

larger scale," Stremba said.
The Adventure Hall, which will
occupy the space in Schiff, currently
occupied by the Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority, will have 40 beds, about 30
of which will be allotted to incoming freshmen. Like any other hall, it
will be supervised by a residential
programs staff, and will also include
a 20-hour per week staff position in
charge of programming.
"The programming is still developing," Stremba said. "We want the
Adventure Hall to be educational,
not just recreational." The program
intends to utilize outdoor experiences such as backpacking, canoeing, mountain biking, sea kayaking
and cross country skiing, as ways to
increase students' abilities in lead
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great
scores...

While these changes do not affect
oday's English major, these students
re the only students who would be
g.t a higher score
ble to make input into these pro:eedings, representing future Enlish majors.
Five students responded to the issue of literature surveys; the proosed changes would increase the
iumber of surveys available, but not
he number required by students to
complete the major.
These students had mixed feelings
about the proposed change. Andrea
4inister felt that the current system SeniOr & S1uden
sacrificed depth for breadth, but she
Discounli
was also concerned that "the expanded surveys [would add] more
authors at the possibility of increased

KAPLAN

FOE
call: 1-800-KAP-TEST for
classes on campus at UPS

TJe€*ime4eReaaccwat

Kady LaBarre added that the
tange "does provide something of

ership, cooperation and knowledge
of the outdoors. In these ways, the
Adventure Hall will be akin to an
extended version of the Passages
Program.
In addition, there are plans to possibly move the backpacking classes
into the Adventure Hall, and perhaps
to utilize Outhaus members as group
leaders for Adventure Hall expeditions. Those freshmen who have particularly good experiences with the
Adventure Hall may in fact decide
to move on to the Outhaus as upperclassmen.
"The idea is that students affiliate
with special interests," Stremba said.
"We hope the Adventure Education
Hall will give students a new opportunity to explore these interests."
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The University Wind and Band Ensemble
will perform their final concert of the year on
Friday, April 28 at 8 p.m. in the Concert
Hall. Melissa Kirkman will be the featured
soloist.

A

The Political Economy Roundtable is
sponsoring a talk by Joe White of the
Brookings Institution called "Same as it
ever was: How federal budget politics never
makes sense," on Tuesday, May 2 at 4 p.m.
in the Library McCormick Room.

a
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The final Jazz Band concert will be held
Monday, May 1 at 8 p.m. in the Concert
Hall.

ier

C
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University Chorale and Dorian Singers will
perform on Tuesday, May 2 at 8 p.m. in the
Concert Hall.
The University Shymphony Orchestra will
perform "Concert on the Lawn," the last
performance before finals, on Wednesday,
May 3 between 4.and 5 p.m. in the Quad.
Kittredge Gallery presents the Senior Show,
featuring work by graduating art majors
through May 12.

XAVANTE from page 2
not. ,,,
The forum is a response to the
diversity rally held on April21. Over
200 students joined Xavante at the
rally, which culminated in a march
on Jones Hall. Attending students
converged in front of the President's
Office, demanding answers to their
questions regarding retention and
recruitment of minority students and
faculty.The President, however, was
out of town. The group was met instead by Potts.
"I attended the rally from start to
about an hour and fifteen minutes
later," Potts said. "I was able to hear
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Perhaps
it's best if you
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They're breakable.
They're bulky. They're potentially incriminating. Right?
So let us hang on to
your stuff this summer and
we'll give you 4 months of
storage for the price of 3.
Thank you. Class dismissed.

The Cramming Begins!
Having trouble getting your stuff home from college? Let Mail Boxes Etc pack and ship
it for you.
From computers and stereos to boxes of books and furniture, Mail Boxes Etc. handles
your shipments with care. MBE can pack and ship just about anything.
All it takes is one phone call to solve your special home from college packing and shipping problems. No matter how large, how fragile, how valuable or how difficult, one can
takes it off your hands and puts it into ours.

0

Sprague
1235 South Sprague

April23, 7:42 p.m.
A Student reported someone went through his wallet during
a party at a University owned house on North 13th Street.
The Student discovered his driver's license and other personal
documents missing.

April 24)1:50 p.m.
Unknown suspects set fire to a volleyball net outside a
Fraternity. A member of the Fraternity discovered the small
fire and extinguished it before the fire could spread.
'As the semester ends, please remember to secure your
personal property. Ifyou will be moving out of a University
residence, do not load personalbelongings into your vehicle
until you are ready to leave.
• Please do not plan on storing your vehicle on campus over
the summer. Vehicles left for the summer will be towed away.

TACOMA CENTRAL
2421 S. UNION AVE (NEXT TO SNARlS) 383-3103
UPS flatnad 5059mg Oat RtO1,'.y .pøy. Ems, MOE C.,9rSs, md.grdm,ty c..,.d .95ogn'.d 50,99*. 01995 MS 9*... EU.
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April 21,4:48 p.m.
The Hall Coordinator from University Hall reported the
emergency telephone in the breezway missing.

MAB1C
*

I-r's Nor WHAT WE Do. IT's jJQ WE Do ii:"

383-3903

4 NEWS

The Women's Voices forum for May 1 has
been cancelled. Call Julie Davidson at
627-0852 with any questions.

___

0111

Ayour
educational
materials home
for summer
break.
I-

Commencement ceremonies for graduating
students will begin at 2 p.m. in Baker
Stadium on Saturday, May 13. Tickets are
not required. In case of rain, the ceremonies will be moved to the Memorial
Fieldhouse and tickets will be required.

* After Finals

,iits g

dryn't tsti1-c

most of the speakers, then I had to
come back to the office to resume
my normal work At that point, I had
listened to many voices and I
thought it was a positive event to let
people express themselves and there
were many stories told."
Students and faculty conversed
with Potts in the first floor hallway
for over an hour. The impromptu
meeting ended with the promise to
schedule yesterday's meeting.
The rally was the first large scale
event the group produced and was
"successful," according to group
members. Yesterday's forum was
called "equally positive."

THETRAIL April27, 1995

Submitted by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services

From ilaive, happy-gO-IHC4 moviephile to eiiibittered, p aranoid iiias of anxietie s

...

han Film Reviewer
of it

I)

BYJENNIFERWONG
Stfflalive...

"People really read movie reviews, you know." Thus spake
Kevin Kurtz, the sound board operator for The Love of the Nightingale,

just at the moment that he realized
that I was Jennifer Wong, the infamous Trail movie reviewer.
Well, Kevin, that was the understatement of my year. From the perspective of someone who thought
that movie reviewing might be a
"fun little thing to do," this year was
one of disillusionment, an exercise
in keeping a sense of humor in the
face of criticism from people who
take the Trail way, way, way too seriously. If someone ever asks you
to review movies for a year, and you
decide that it might be an enjoyable
way to discuss subjects that
interest you ... well,
read on.
March
1994. I

I should let someone else do the reviewing. Then Sara reads the note
and throws it in the garbage.

September through November.

I write short, harmless weekly reviews attempting to maintain a sense
of humor and to remember my audience. I avoid being too harsh, even
when I really dislike a film. However, in general I assume that no one

really reads the reviews.
Sometime In October. I fmd out
that there is a little posse of sophomore guys who hate my reviews so
much that they are spreading rumors
about them. To my utter

shock, there are actually
people out there
who are sayingthe
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am and is ready to slash the tires on
my car to get back at me for being a
raging feminist, I decide that, if I'm
going to be criticized, I should at
least do something offensive. I write
a review that slams Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein (a completely defensible position). My, plan fails,
however: If anyone disagrees
with the review, I don't hear
about it. I got compliments
on being a "bad-ass."
Early December. In
further
defiance of the
ec
criticism
of my outes 1-P01
of-control feminism, I begin ordering films for
~'

4e

meet up
with Sara
e
c_ c,- •
Freemanfuture A&E
51
editor—in Lono
don, and she plants
cPc
the movie-reviewing plan in my head.
Enthusiastically, I begin
watching movies with a
more critical eye.
August 1994. After my
return from Edinburgh, I meet
up with Sara in Longview. We
optimistically fmalize the plans.
September 1994. I agonize over
my first review, which is on Natural
Born Killers. I decide to omit some
of the criticisms that I had of the
film.
September 8, 1994. The review
is published.
September 9, 1994. An angry
reader marches into the Trail office
and demands to speak with me. He
wants to know how I got the job of
reviewing movies, and leaves a note
for Sara. I begin to wonder whether

Late November. The rumors
have persisted. About once a week
I hear another fascinating fact about
my movie-going habits. After weeks
of paranoic slinking around campus,
certain that everyone knows who I

e

-

'Q

-

follow-

copy my reviews
from the New York 1mes
(which I don't read); 2. that I
don't actually see the movies (spare
me!); 3. that I'm a raging feminist
bitch who can't leave my raging
feminist biases out of my tremendously slanted reviews. Apparently,
the reason these guys are saying
these things is that they think it is
impossible that I saw Pulp Fiction
three weeks before everyone elsein fact, I was able to attend a critics'
screening of it in Seattle. Being essentially a nice person, I freak out
over these criticisms, and Sara,
Katie, and others patiently spend
long hours reassuring me that my
reviews aren't all that bad.

çse '

Film Series—all
films by,
7—
about, or starring women. I feel
quite pleased.at the prospect that there are a group of
guys out there who would rather die
than see these films.
Winter break. I mull over the
events of the semester, and decide
that I really couldn't care less what
a bunch of sophomore guys (one of
whom just wants my job) say about
my reviews. I return to campus
ready to say whatever the hell I want.
February 5, 1995. I receive an
email message from one of the guys
in question. He informs me that
since we have this interest in film in
common, I should drive him to see
movies in Seattle (as he does not
have a car). He generously offers to
give me gas money. I am surprised
that he is willing to risk his masculinity by driving in my car. Iwrite a
curt but restrained refusal to this request. He responds with a message
which is reprinted above. Note the
sentence: "Your attitude seems more

A picture speaks a full-page article: This Booth cartoon
encapsulates the spirit otmyshortllvedmovle reviewing
career. ThWkS to Mt Greene for lending me this car1n.

perpetuative than conciliatory." I
decide to consider the whole thing
email harassment (hey, I'm a raging
feminist, right?) and don't respond.
A Trail staff meeting is reduced to
hysterical laughter over this whole
situation. I think the word
"perpetuative" did them in.
February. Just as I'm really feeling confident about stating my opinions in the reviews (which, as a result, are getting longer and longer),
Todd Miller infonns me that people
don't like my reviews because they
are about movies which no one
watches, and which only show in
Seattle (not true). I freak out again.
The long-suffering Sara again comes
to the rescue, informing the world

at large that this is an elitist A&E
section we're running here, damn it,
and that probably no one reads her
book reviews or writer's corners either. We feel superior.
As the semester wears on, I run
into more and more people who read
my reviews. Several times, I am

cornered by people who disagree
with me and want to discuss what
I've written. Though eventually I
am glad to have been able to back
up my opinions, my first instinct in
all of these confrontations is to dig a
hole in the floor and hide in it.
Sometime In March. I write an
article about why the Oscars are an

international embarassment. Now
would be the time for people to criticize me, for I say tons or rude things
This cartoon really speaks to me... Notice the blank computer screen. I sure could have used
some darts this year, too. Reprinted without perrrdssion from the Oregonian.

about the British. But I hear nothing. Instead, I watch Ted Spas pace
frantically around the room while

discoursing about the sexual repression ofthe British. Well, that wasn't

my point, but I agree.
April 4, 1995. Kevin makes that
statement about people reading

-

movie reviews. I laugh hysteri-

cally—aftersuppressing the inst inct
to run away and hide rather than hear
Kevin criticize my reviews. S eeing
my distress, Kevin gallantly withholds any criticism that he mi ght
have had.
April 8, 1995. Jed Smith corners
me at a cast party to argue with me
about my review of The Professional. We cordially agree to disagree. He then tells me that someone had told him that I copied my
reviews from the New York Times. I
corner one of the chief rumorspreaders, who happens to be at the
same party. I freak out and yell at

him, much to the amusement of bystanders. I later apologize, which is
more than I can say for some.
April 18, 1995. I go through all
the Trails from this school year and
clip out my articles. Reading over
them, I am shocked that anyone even

read them, not to mention cared
about them. I don't even care about
them. Instead of a review for the
fmal issue, I decide to write this artide on just how absurd the whole
thing really was. As they say, the
truth is stranger than fictionthough I could probably come up
with some more appropriate adjectives than "strange" to describe my
movie reviewing career. Which, by
the way, ends here.
Now, who wanted my job?
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!(uüi-meda Pre-fRppfiae11te eafiibit sfiimmers wit/i co(ci poetiy, music at the Seatt( irt Mweum

The Pre-Raphaelite exhibit at the
Seattle Art Museum is a healthy representation of the different styles and
artists that comprised the PreRaphaeite movement.
The Pre-Raphaelites began as a
secret brotherhood in 1848, created
by Dante Gabriel Rossetti, William
Holman Hunt, and John Everett
Millais. These Oxford students embarked on a medieval revival, spurning the artistic ethos of the Renaissaixe. They idealized painters like
Fra Angelico and the thick, heavily
symbolic paintings of the Middle
Ages.
The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood
ceasedtobea secret society in 1853,
and soon expanded to include artisis like Edward Bume Jones and
William Morris. Painters like Ford
Madox Brown became associated
with the group, but remained peripheraL Though the prime of the movement was the 1840's-50's, PreRaphaelite artists continued creating
their distinctive, powerful, and always colorful art for several decades. Their artistic innovations and
passionate idealism influenced later
artistic movements.
The Seattle Art Museum has put
together a multi-media exhibit that
provides not only a sampling of the
painting, stained glass, and drawings
of the Pre-Raphaelites, but displays
catalogs of housewares and books of
poetry by members of the movement, completing the ambience with
background music of the times. All
this makes for an exhibit that is
pleasureable and approachable for
any viewer, whether they have prior
knowledge of the Pre-Raphaelites or
not. The exhibit runs until May 7;
admission is $4 for students. We
highly recommend it Following are
some of our responses to the paint-

ings in the exhibit and some of the
issues it raises.

Last Chapter. This work, besides

black lines that will separate the
vivid primary colors. Edward Burne
Jones' Cupid and Psyche frieze exhibits this quality, and Arthur
DESIRE BEFORE SKILL
Hughes' The Birth of Tristram actually has the black lines drawn in.
As can be seen from many of the
The influence of stained glass afearly drawings, the Pre-Raphaelites
fects
the way the viewer reads the
were not initially the most technipainting. As with the stained glass
cally polished artists. Their primary
in a medieval cathedral, decoding
concern was ideological: they
the painting is a three-step process.
painted to make visual statements
The first glance refirst. Their goals,
veals nothing but light
which were rQvoand color. The second
lutionary at the
glance pinpoints the
time, involved
elements of the compainting from naposition.
And only on
ture—outside the
the third look does the
studio—, and givstory reveals itself.
ing free rein to
The stained glass eftheir sense of
fect is, in our opinion,
color. They rethe Pre-Raphaelites'
verted to the techgreatest success. It renique of blending
calls the the experibright pigments
ence of standing in a
into a white backmedieval cathedral,
ground. The result
creating the same aura
can be seen in such
of reverence, even
works as The
though the subjects
Pretty Baa-Lambs
are rarely linked to tra(right), which iniditional bible stories.
tially overwhelms The Pretty Baa-Lambs 1851-3, by Ford Madox Brown
In fact, almost none of
the viewer with
the pictures at this exintense blues, reds,
hibit show the typical
and yellows.
THE INFLUENCE OF
religious subjects. There are no
Not all Pre-Raphaelite paintings
scenes of the Crucifixion, and there
STAINED GLASS
are entirely successful; some of them
is only one Nativity and one annunfall prey to what they called their
"purposeful awkwardness." MeanA more accessible aspect of the ciation.
while, three elements of the paintPre-Raphaelites' penchant for mediings vie for the viewers attention: eval stories is that their works , when
THE MODEL: 'As SHE
the intense color, the immaculately not stained glass or a design for an
FILLS HIS DREAMS'
detailed backgrounds, and the com- eventual piece of stained glass, are
plicated, ofteti obscure subject mat- still composed and organized in
Replacing Christian iconography
ter. However, in later works, the Preways reminiscent of stained glass. in the Pre-Rapaelite palette are the
Raphaelites achieve a synthesis of This is where the brightness of color many splendors of women. Rossetti,
these elements, producing success- comes into play: the figures and in particular, was obsessed with
ful studies of light and color like background tend to be compartmen- women, as the "visions of love" secRobert BraithwaiteMartineau's The talized as though outlined in heavy tion of the exhibit shows. Rossetti
had three models whom he painted
fanatically: his wife, Elizabeth
Siddal; a friend, Fanny Cornforth;
and Jane Morris, the wife of William Morris. In probably the most
familiar Pre-Raphaelite image
(above right), Rossetti painted Jane
Morris as Proserpine. The PreRapaelite vocabulary of female images features a distinct attention to
the women's hair, eyes, and the drapery of their clothing. The women are
painted at three-quarter length and
are pressed up close to the surface
of the composition. Striking examples of this technique are Arthur
Hughes' paintings of Medea and
Morgan Le Pay.
A summary of the Pre-Raphaelite
aesthetic is easily found in Edward
Burne Jones' Pygmalion series, a
four-painting narration of an artist
who falls in love with a sculpture he
created. As is so common in PreRaphaelite work, the subject, background and color are all equal participants in this work. The figures,
as well as the story they are telling,
are idealized, perfected and romantic in a way that flesh and blood canValentine rescuing Sylvia from Proteus (Shakespeare: Two Gentlemen of Verona), 1850-1, by
not be.
William Holman Hunt
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having a compelling and unusual
story line, is a stunning experiment
with the effects of firelight. The Last
Chapter is unusual among the works
because its subject is not rooted in
Shakespeare or medieval romance.
The bulk of the works in the exhibit
refered to these sources, requiring
even a well-versed reader to consult
the explanatory notes.

VISIONS OF LOVE
AND LIFE
Pre-Raphaelite Art from the
Sirmingham Collection, England
March 9 - May Z 1995

SEATTLE ART MUSEUM

In an firtist 'a Stuilia
One face [ooks out front aliT
his canvases
One self-sante figure sits or
walks or leans:
Wefounilizer hiacden just be
hiiiuI tiwse screens,
fzat mirrorgave back. 'alTl
her lovetiness'
• queen in opal or in ruby
dre,ss
• nanielessgirlinfreshtest
summer greens,
• saint, an angel—every
canvas means
'The same one meaning,
neither more nor less.
9-he feetis upon her face by
tIay andniglit,
Atul site with true, kjnI eyes
(ook.s back. on him,
Tar as noon andTjoyfulas the
light;
Not wan and waiting, nor
with sorrow dim;
Not as site is, but was when
hope shone bright;
9'otassiieis, but as shiefi[ls
his dreant.

OrLctina Ppssetti 1856
BY SARA FREEMAN
AND
JENNIFER WONG

Confessions of the Guerrilla Girls
By The Guerrilla Girls (whoever they really are)
Harper Perennial $18.00

BY SARA FREEMAN
A&E Editor
If you haven't heard of the Guerrilla Girls by now, you obviously
don't have a high interest in one of
several things, those being: 1) the
state of the American art world,
which in reality probably concerns
about 12 people who live outside the
confmes of New York City, including me and Jen Wong; 2) racism and
sexism in the arts, which concern
slightly more people; 3) the insidious tide of conservatism that harnesses art budgets; or, 4) the ridiculous, yet scathing, antics of a group
of women unafraid to wear gorilla
masks in public.
The Guerrilla Girls are something
else: they have balls, or bananas, or
some other symbol of chutzpah.
What this means is that they aren't
afraid to exercise their bravado and
say what they think. Take a look at
the stats of their two most famous
pieces of propaganda invective (illustrating this article), entitled "Republicans do believe in a woman's
right to control her own body!" and

"TheAdvantages of Being a Woman
Artist," to get an idea of their usual
tactics.
This book is subtitled "How a
bunch of masked avengers fight sexism and racism in the art world with
facts, humor and fake fur." The
graphics of the book are like an insane cross between a collection of
Outland comics and a good friend's
photo album: all the images are familiar, you're just not sure about the
narrative that ties them together. And
to be truthful, there's not a lot of text
in this eye-popping, set-your-pulse
racing book. But that doesn't matter. The text that is here is sharp,
witty, concise and interesting. The
first chapter gives a brief history of
the ever-expanding, multi-cultural
Girls - how they got started, what
they've done, what they will be doing. The second chapter is an inter view with the Girls, who take on the
names of dead women artists when
they speak publically, wherein they
answer questions like 'Why are you
anonymous?" "Who funds you?"
and "Do you really want to rewrite
art history and cancel out all the
white male artists we know and
love?" Set around the edges of the

(

Guerrilla Girl who calls herself Alice
Neel describes the meeting process
of the organization (which meets
every 28 days) this way: "We argue,
shout, whine, complain, change our
minds and continually threaten to
quit if we don't get our way. We
work the phone lines between meetings to understand our differing poWorking without the pressure of success.
Not having to be in shows with men.
sitions. We rarely vote, and proceed
Having an .scape from the art world in your 4 free.lancs lobs.
by
consensus most of the time ... We
Knowing your career might pick up after you're eighty.
care
a lot about each other, even if
Being reassured that whatever kind of art you make it will be labeled feminine.
Not being stuck in a tenured teaching position.
we don't see things the same way.
Seeing your ideas live on In the work of others.
Everyone has a poster she really
Having the opportunity to choose between career and motherhood.
hates and a poster she really loves.
Not having to choke on those big cigars or pains in Italian suits.
We agree that we can disagree.
Having more time to work after your mate dumps you for someone younger.
Being Included in revised versions of art history.
Maybe that's democracy."
Not having to undergo the embarrassment of being called a genius.
Well, I agree. But that's beside the
Getting your picture in the art magazines wearing a gorilla suit.
point. The point is that Confessions
Please send S and comments to:
of the Guerrila Girls will bend your
Boo 1056CooperSlo NI'NY 0276
UERRILLA IRL CONSCIENCE Of THE ART WORLD
sensibilities, making the thirty to
forty minutes required to peruse it a
interview are neon boxes where the demic and critical discourse about gleeful romp in the world of radical
Girls relate personal anecdotes about art with blessedly incisive humor. activism. This boolç like many of the
their follies while travelling, speak- They believe in a kind of feminism images it contains, is an oxymocon.
that is neither monolithic nor over- It's thinking brain candy and it's tw
ing or agitating for the cause.
Now that I've used that phrase, it's analytical; they believe in action and of fun, not to mention that you get
time to discuss "the cause." The laughter, and that cooperation in a your own free set of Guerrilla Girls
Guerrilla Girls are so named because diverse world is an option. The post cards!
they like the idea that no one knows
when or where they will strike again.
So, while their primary concern is
to humiliate the powerbrokers of the
art world, the Girls often take stands
on other issues: abortion, domestic
violence, the Gulf War, gay rights,
homelessness and rape. Considering
that the Guerrilla Girls organization
began in 1985, when activism was
out of style (as it's starting to be
now), and feminist activism was
particularly passe, it's easy to see
why the Girls were such a breath of
L• i.
fresh air.
Indeed, the underlying chord of
the book is feminism, though it's not
;:....
discussed as fully as I wished. But
that's part of the Guerrilla Girls'
7012
6.1.1!
GtsReuLAGtrns32lc,..:::
charm: they disarm the biases in our
society and (especially) in our aca-

THE ADVANTAGES
OF BEING
AWOMAN ARTIST:

Republicans do believe
'1 to
in a woman's riqht
control her ownliody!
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at Tacoma Community College!

(Make this summer fun and rewarding, too!
TCC offers many transferable college
courses in areas such as math, science,
English, study skills and foreign languages.
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Louisa May Alcott

CORNER

Louisa May Alcott, author of the beloved dassic Little
Women, did not live in a world as sensible and secure as the
one she created for her semi-autthlographical story of four
sisters' moral progress toward becoming 'little women."
Alcott was bornin 1832 in Boston. The family moved from
Boston to Concord, Massachusetts when she was eight. Her
father, BronsonAlcott, was partofthe transcendentalist group
including Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau. At
one point, Thoreau was Alcott's teacher and the object of her
school.girl love. Yetat home, the brilliant Bronson Alcott was,
by nature, a passive yet dictatorial man who heartily disapproved of I.ouisa's changeable temperament and boundless
energy. He criticized her for being unfeminine.
Alcott was a scribbler. She wrote plays for her family to prorn
duce in a nearby bam when she was young. Herflrst storywas
published in a Boston newspaper when she was twenty. Her
first book, FlowerFables, came out in 1854. Alcott taught and
wrote in Boston until the Civil War, when she volunteered as
nurse. The war work had a permanent effect on her health:
she suffered from mercury poisoning caused by the doses of
calomel given to the nurses by the army.
When she returned from the war, Alcott published Hospital Sketches and Moods, both about the nursing experience.
Little Women, herleast favorite work, came out in 1869 and its
sequel, littleMen, was published in 1871. She spent her later
adulthood back in Concord caring for her sick and eventually
paralyzed father. She publlshedEigbtCousins in 1875,Rose in
Bloom in 1876, UndertheLilacs In 1878 andJo'sBoys in 1886.
Louisa May Alcott died in 1888.

—Sara Freeman

'In a few minutes Jo bounced in, laid herself on the sofa,
and affected to read.
'Haveyou anytlnintercsUng there?' asked Meg with condescension.
'Nothing but a story; won't amount to much, I guess,' returned Jo, carefully keeping the name of the paper out of
sight.
'You'd better read it aloud; that will amuse us and keep
you out of mischief' said Amy in her most grown-up tune
What's the name? asked Beth, wondering why Jo kept
her face behind the sheet.
Te Rival Painters.'
That sounds well; read it,' said Meg.
With a loud 'Hem!' and a long breath, Jo began to read
very fast. The gir!s listened with interest, for the tale was romantic, and somewhat pathetic as most of the chancters died
in the end.
'I like that about the splendid picture' was Amy's appmving remark, as Jo paused.
'I prefer the lovering part. Viola and Angelo are two of our
favorite names, isn't that queer?' said Meg, wiping her eyes,
for the 'lovering' part was tragical.
Who wrote it?' asked Beth, who had caught a glimpse of
Jo's face.
The reader suddenly sat up, cast away the paper, displaying a flushed countenance, and with a funny mixtureof solemnity and excitement replied In a loud voice, 'Your sister.'"

—Little Women
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"Farewell to all this" end-of-the-year musi
B1
ews
revi

BY MIKE COLE
Music Reviewer
OK, since this is my last review
column for the Trail ever, I'm going to do something a little different. There have been many, many
good releases in the last few months.
Here are a few:
•The The Hanky Panky - One of
the many cover albums out lately
(like Duran Duran, Annie Lennox
and others), but the only one to cover

'F

songs by Hank Williams Sr. This is
great ground for The The to cover.
Matt Johnson mines the deep emotion from these songs with great
singing. The musical approach is unexpectedly simple, with often only
acoustic guitar or organ. The strongest songs ("Hanky Panky" and
"Long Gone Daddy") add bluesy
guitar effects and driving bass to
Williams' songs, making them very
tense and moody.
•The Cherries Candy Pants - The
first album by an all-woman punk
group from Santa Barbara, California. Really fun songs join fast gui-

tar and happy vocals to make for a
great pop-punk album. My first impulse was to skip right to the "Material Girl" cover, and instinct
proved good - it's a great cover.
There's no such thing as too many
Madonna covers. I can't write off the
rest of the album, though; it's solid
and fun to listen to, with many of
the obligatory love/relationship
songs.
•Madder Rose The Love You Save
EP - Sure, this is only a four song
CD tiding us over until a new album,
but it's really worth it. This is also
another CD with a few covers. The

first and title track is a cover of the
Jackson 5 song. Mary Lorson captures the feel of Michael Jackson's
original vocal style and still adds her
own feel to the song. It ends up being very simple and mellow, much
like the rest of the EP. There are two
original songs here too, "No Avail"
and "Diane," which are also good.
The last song, "Ruler of My Heart"
by the Neville Brothers, rounds out
this CD.

Incredibly
•RE/SEARCH:
Strange Music Volume H - The first

volume brought us the tropical jazz
sounds of Martin Denny and many
others; this volume gives novelty
songs about Mummies, and introduction to Beatnik-speak and a surf
guitar version of "Chopsticks." Incredibly strange stuff, indeed. Also
really fun. Some of these songs are
from concept albums, albums trying
to describe emotions, like "Terror,"
or albums that want to give us some
philosophy about color, like Ken
Nordine's "Flesh" and "Green." And
if you really want your tropical jazz,
you have songs by Hot Butter,
Myrtle Hilo and others to pacify you.
More power to the strange!
•WilcoA.M. - These are guys that
used to be in a band called Uncle
Tupelo. Well, Uncle Tupelo went

roundup
their separate ways a couple years
ago, and now we have Wilco. This
is a good thing, really, because now
we have this great album, with lots
of cool countiy-ish rock songs (and
one that I'm sure they wrote after
listening to a lot of Jesus and Mary
Chain.) Wilco rock more than the
Jayjawks, and twang less. They kick
up a little dirt and raise a little cain
and have themselves a good ol' time,
which makes this a great album.
•The Caulfields Whirligig - Any
band that sings a perfect pop song
about being bigger than Jesus is okay
in my book. Just a lovely CD full of
lovely music that reminds me of
Elvis Costello, but really smooth and
with great harmony.
•Half Japanese Greatest Hits First off, let's get something straight
- the title of this two disc compilation is a flat out lie. Half Japanese
have never had a hit and never will.
What they do have is a whole lot of
really interesting experimental stuff,
which sometimes works and sometimes doesn't. In any event this is a
band/project which has been worked
on and admired for quite a long time.
For my mind, this is an important
set, but whether it's one that's truly
good listening all the way through,
I'm not sure.

BIG HAIR BLUES:
the A&E Assistant's final say
ZOE GOLLOGLY
Stsff Writer
An Allegory
Music is, above all, expression. It
seems fitting then to express my last
words through the subject of music.
In this construction, the purest
'form of reality is the Blues. Jazz is
secondary.
I speak of Jazz only as perfunctory, in order to return to the Blues.
As with most important ideas, the
original form is the most elusive.
Jazz induces smug creases on
mouths showing sexuality. That is,
the word itself—'jazz"—reduces to
orgasm. Ainiri Baraka gives his synopsis of this tradition: "As part of
the yet developing African-American music called Jazz, really Orgasm: called that because it was a
form of heat transfer medium, the
dancing coming from it, suggested
that, the sudden ecstasy, the Jism,
from the African Jasm, to mean a
total epiphany, body communicated
revelation and psychological liberation. Come-Music!"
And so Jazz erupts as a sensation
rather than experience.
Yet as one of my professors said
last week, "the orgasm is only an
indication of something else. The
crudest form of experience that cov ers the more subtle meaning."
Hence we arrive at the Blues.
Thrown down by enervation, experiencing satisfaction too complete,
the original idea begins to form
again. Jazz grew in the womb of the
Blues and strives to return to the
warmth of conception. For as we
turn around and move closer to the
original notes, we begin to fmd the
purest sound.
nh.

-

tradition and finds its meaning not
only in the music but also in its
words, phrases that speak of infliction by the enslavement of their ancestors, revealing one of the most
powerful events to shape this country: slavery. Paul Olivier, esteemed
blues critic, writes: "In the Blues an
unsettled, unwanted people during
these periods of social unrest found
the security, the unity, and the
strength itso desperately desired."
Jazz indicates that the Blues contain the original thoughts, raw and
unrefmed. One of the marked qualities of the Blues is the twelve bar
three line pattern vulnerable to improvisation. As a result, the sound is
streamed with added intensity,
which stands apart from the
groomed nature of Jazz.
Olivier encompasses its meaning.
"Seen from any point of view, the
blues is both a state of mind and a
music which gives voice to it. Blues
is the wail of the forsaken, the cry
of independence, the passion of the
lusty, the anger of the frustrated and
the laughter of the fatalist. It's the
agony of indecision, the despair of
the jobless, the anguish of the bereaved and the dry wit of the cynic."
The shift appears to move from
orgasm to enervation. But Jazz is an
indication of its predecessor. The
ecstasy of orgasm often misdirects
because it is the only conception of
the highest form of pleasure. But we
must question the orgasm as an exploitation of the original and more
subtle intensity of the Blues. The final quote adapts the Blues to this
generation:
"It's 106 miles to Chicago, we've
got a full tank of gas, half a packet
of cigarettes, it's dark and we're
wearing sunglasses. Hit it."

fl J300J0 _7300X6 J3OOJC

A. note from the eftor.

Dear readers,
This edition of Codependency Corner is very special for me; it's like I
gave my twelve-step program a big hug that says, "You are special, you
can take time for you."
I came home from massage therapyi'oga and said, "J.J., you've got to
write Codependency corner ... hurry. . .hurry. . .hurry!" But instead of being co-opted by this speeded-up world, I took some time out and noticed
the colors around me, made some camomile tea and played Chutes and
Ladders with my inner child. Now my spiritual batteries are recharged!
Here's a letter from one of our readers.
Dear Codependency Corner,
Okay, I'd just like to say afew little things if that's okay. Okay, all! have
to say is ... well, this is a little poem I wrote. I keep it on my mirror and
recite it every morning and every night. I know it's really bad, and doesn't
even rhyme, but it means a lot to me ... and that's important just because it
helps me say, "yes, I am a person."
After a w'hite you (earn
that procrastination isnt personhoo,
its okay to cr,y,
an that ,you ont nee
a contract to trust ,your inner cJiI(....
..an ,you begin to (eaie
,your emotional ba,ga,qe
at the boor of,yoursetf..
...an took in the mirror
w'ith the e,yes of a totier...
...not the scorn of an enem,y...
..5o ,you plant ,your oWn aren
an ecorare ,your ovn souL..
...in,tea of Waiting
for someone to heal
the shame that bins ,you...
...an,you lean that ,you real(y
can COU'NICAT'E,
anl that ,you rea(L.y are

WON'1YE'R'F'UJ.
an that ,you realy o ha'.ie

£Eg1'TLM-tPE 1I'N95.
...an that v.iith e'.le,y new tomorro vi comes the aw1.
Thank you for letting me share, Angie M., Newport Beach, CA

Thank YOU Angie! And thanks to all our readers.

Phil says:

Our friends at the John Bradshaw
Counseling Center cleaned out their
self-help and men's movement library, allowing us to offer these titles
to you at special prices. All the books
come in convenient pocket sizes.
Help yourself to a book that will help
you.
Slowing Down in a SPEEDED UP
world, by Adair Lara

Adair's book is full of ideas for
those who have already smelled the
flowers but need to smell the flowers again to really smell the flowers.
Adair includes inspirational quotations from Lilly Tomlin, Marx, and
Jesus, along with home-spun personal anecdotes. Adair says, basically, "Whoa! Take time out for
YOU.',
Hug Therapy, The Wonderful Language ofHugs, by Kathleen Keating

Kathleen has hugging down to a

CLASSIFIEDS
Six charming country kittens need a
new home! Recovering alcoholic needs
time for self and is seeking a nurturing foster home for Spotty, Blotchy, Dinky, Tony,
Clyde, and Scratchy. Smokers and passive aggressively need not apply. S.T. in
Roy.
The "wa and wisdom' of Brock Paul craft
kits. Stained glass window ornaments and
cross sthch patterns available. Let Brock's
special brand of empowerment and recovery grace your house, apartment, office,
or mobile home. They make great gifts for
your favorite fictive kin or beloved inner

"friendly" science. A hug can mean
anything from "I may frown on your
naughtiness of misbehavior but I
don't love you any less" to "I recognize that you are feeling fragile."
Learn to interpret the silent language
of hugging. Feeling insecure in your
college studies? Well, you don't
have to stress out to graduate from
learning some of the most important
lessons in life. Kathleen has included
an Institute of Hug Therapy Certificate of Membership. Now you can
say, "yes I am a card carrying caring nurturer."

theless, Fat Girl is a moving book
meant to help guide and nurture,
leading those of us who are valiantly
struggling with co-dependency and
food to a greater awareness and
strength in ourselves.
Reflections.. for the grammatical
other, by Brock Paul.

Using the literary technique of
"reversals," Brock holds a magic
mirror of inner healing up to the ugly
face of common truisms. He fmds
the beauty hidden within language,
himself and you. For example:
...the beautiful thins

Fat Girl: One Woman's Way Out,

by Irene O'Garden.
Irene, who has a hard time getting
beyond her bitterness, is still on the
road to emotional recovery, even if
she has conquered her food issues.
Irene has shed pounds from her body
but not yet from her mind. Neverchild. Easy to follow, enabling and openended instructions—let your creatMty flow.
From Rekovery Kratts, Pleasanton CA,
phone: LUV-TO-DO
Counselling center moving to bigger
coffee pots! Need new home for two ten
cup drip coffee makers. Brews good, any
grind, needs filters. Twenty folding chairs
also available—supportive and padded.
Call Brad, 555-LOVE.
Loving but needy (in recovery) 40something ex-hubby, Hug Institute Graduate seeks nurturing Pisces with promise.
Let's go mountain biking and low-impact
camping. Looking for a one-day-at-a-time
relationship. Send pictures or star chart.

about sa,yin no to me...
Is that When ,you sy ,yei
i knoW,you reall .y mean it.

Brook's work has been a great inspiration to some men in the center
who have a hard time negotiating
consensual sexual relationships.

Bravo B rock!
No pagan-phobics need respond (but we
love you anyway.) Box 1267.
It's the DUrstkaaler ReKovery Kids!
These delightful porcelain figurines remind
you of the 12 steps to full self-hood through
the symbolic use of authentically-costumed Dutch children. An adorable addition to any kitchen or kubby spot.
I at oo and let God take care of your
hair-loss problems! New 12 step group
forming for recovering toupee-holics and
compulsive obsessive Monoxodil users
meets at 7p.m., Ex-Hair Club clients at 8
p.m. Don't let society's standards make
you tear your hair out!

See the shows!

THE FINAL SENIOR DIRECTED PROJECTS open this Friday In the Inside Theatre. Each night
Is a double feature with two hour-long shows on the bill. Phil Navallo directs the Insane
comedy Howl Got That Story by Amlin Gray. The play is set In a fictional Asian country called
Amboland and traces the follies of a confused, inept journalist (Doug Flynn) who is trying to
cover a mysterious military conflict suspiciously like the one In Vietnam. Jesse Hinds directs
Frankle and Johnny In the Claire de Lune, an honest love story about two flawed people trying
to come together. Both shows star Jenn Krokower, who is completing her acting thesis with
these roles. Tickets are on sale in the Info Center. $3 general, $2 for students. Tell 'em Phil
sent ya!
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Mama Lola says good-bye to her 'children'
This is a letter to my stu- storms. Don't let these things
dents, wherever on campus throw you, should they come.
they may be. This is not in- We are humans, not machines,
tended or associated in any we are subject to emotions or
way to be used in any conflicts whatever life happens to toss
or disagreements, but rather to at us. Cry if you must, relieve
enhance the lives of my gradu- the pressures. Then sit down
ating students and give them and think things out. Rememthe benefit of my many years ber you are the important perof wisdom and experience.
son.
I say to you kids, don't
Your darkest hours are just
waste your time just thinking before dawn and then a new
about what you want to do, in- day appears with rejuvenated
stead say where do I go from hope. Walk in your own
here. Tune your mind into the shoes—be who you are, don't
reality of life, so that when you try to fill someone else's shoes.
leave here you will be better You can be whatever you want
preparedfor the disappoint- to strive for and your whole
ments, the let-downs and per- life is ahead of you, so work
haps maybe the heartaches, towards this goal. Make it
but also for the good times. count and get out of life what
But the thing you want to do you put into it. Never accept
is to be able to shoulder the anything you don't want, be-

cause in the long run you will
regret it. Choose wisely in
business relations. If you can't
communicate with people
your business will fail. Communication is the essence of

Make it count and get
out of life what you put
into it. Never accept
anything you don't
want, because in the
long run you will
regret it.
life, the road to wherever you
want to go. Stand up. Remember you can't be prësident right away but perhaps

if you work at it you can become president someday.
Learn to observe what is
happening around you such
as people, etc. Express your
feelings otherwise how else is
one to know. If you feel something is right, don't be afraid
to stand up for it. Gain respect—this is an important
tool that you need in order to
attempt anything. Remember
mistakes are for humans. We
are not robots. So don't get
discouraged when you make
some. Dust your clothes off
and start over, try and try
again. The world is out there
so be a part of it, be a go-getter. Take your faith with you.
For in faith there is hope, and
with hope comes charity.
Think on these things. I've

shared these things with you
before and now I've had a
chance to let you take these
thoughts with you. I shall not
cry at your leaving but rejoice
because our paths did cross
and as the poet once said, "I
shall pass this way but once,
and in my passing let me do
today what I would do. For I
shall pass this way but once."
Now, kids, I leave this with
you. I trust you will smile, cry
and rejoice, let happiness soar
and let charity begin.
Wherever you go I shall be
somewhere looking down
with a smile. I remain as always your mama away from
home.
Ms. Loraine Gregg
Mama Lola

Two professors from abroad visit campus
BYNIKIU POWERS
Staff Writer
The University of Puget Sound
welcomed two visiting professors
during the 1995 spring semester.
Peter Grovesnor of The London
School of Economics and Political
Science and EckhardAuberlen of the
University of Tuebingen (Germany)
respectively joined the Political Science and English Departments to
teach and experience American university life.
Jannie Meisberger, UPS Director
of International Programs said, "Professors are offered invitations to get
a taste of an American university so
that they can gain an understanding
of what students are learning here."
Both Grovesnor and Auberlen have
taught American students in previous years. Their experience at UPS
has allowed them to research the
American academic setting and to
shape their exchange programs accordingly.
Grovesnor's semester class schedule included teaching a Western European Politics course at both UPS
and PLU. He said, "The appointment to the universities grew out of
my work with American students in
London." Grovesnor had links with
both colleges through the ILACA
study abroad program in London.
"Teaching two courses made it more
fmancially viable to come over, and
it's been easier to learn about the
American system by seeing two colleges rather than just one."
Originally from Wales, Grovesnor
now resides in London, England.
For the past nine years his spare time
was spent teaching adult education.
Three of those years were spent
teaching American students on the
ILACA program. In addition to
teaching Grovesnor worked for the
Trades Union Congress and was a
speech writer and researcher for a
Labour Member of Parliament. He
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is currently working to obtain his
Ph.D at the London School of Economics in the Histoiy of Political
Thought.
While in the Northwest, the Politics professor has noted many things
about the UPS campus community.
First, he was shocked to find out how
much college costs. Second, he noticed that American students have
busier days with school, jobs and
other extra curricular activities.
Third, he was interested in the issues
of niulticulturalism and diversity on
the college campus. Lastly, he said
that there was "a more conservative
political outlook among students
than in previous generations."
The entry process into the UPS
Politics Department went relatively
smooth for Grovesnor. "It's hard
coming in as the rookie, especially
halfway through the year," he said.
"I know that I am not a full part of
the department since I am here for a
short period of time, but it is hard to
see how it could be any other way."
Unlike Grovesnor, Auberlen received his English department position through a faculty exchange.
While Auberlen resides in the United
States during the spring semester,
Rob Garratt, an UPS English department member, will reside in Germany and teach at Auberlen's home
institution.
Within his 23 years of teaching,
Auberlen has participated in three
overseas programs, including five
months of graduate instruction at the
University of Oregon, six weeks of
undergraduate instruction at the
University of Arizona and the past
five months at UPS.
Auberlen's main goals during his
time at UPS were to research American interpretations of English literature and to study the structure and
coursework of the English survey
classes. "I feel very productive in
my work here."
This semester Auberlen led the
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courses of Gender and Literature,
Survey of British Literature I and
British Poetry. He has also interacted with the German department
and lectured in Grovesnor's Politics
course and David Tinsley's Foreign
Language course when both were
discussing Germany.
Auberlen continued his research
of English Literature this semester
by attending various conferences
around the country. He attended the
Northwest Renaissance Conference
in Bampf, Canada along with Horence Sandler earlier in the semester and will attend conferences in Seattle, Pullman and Tucson in the upcoming weeks. While in attendance,
Auberlen has presented papers, visited other university campuses and
made important scholarly contacts.
His interactions with Florence
Sandier and Peter Greenfield have
also aided his study of Renaissance
literature. As Sandier pointed out,
departments at UPS do not usually
have more than one specialist from
a particular field of study. For
Auberlen the "stream of ideas" between the professors was very helpful. Overall, he hopes that his research will eventually be published
in a book or various periodicais.
Bill Haltom, chairperson of the
Politics Department said, "Visiting
professors energize both the students
and professors." Entering a system
in which they are unaware of procedures and policies, visiting professors question colleagues from the department about their new roles.
"We lose track of the things we
assume," said Haltom. Through this
questioning process the faculty is
forced to break down and re-examine simple things such as administering exams instead of assigning
papers or having class discussion
instead of pure lecture.
"I am always unsure if visiting
professors are going to be able to
make the adjustment to a different

academic system," said Florence
Sandler, chairperson of the English
Department. "Professor Auberlen
has adapted very well and it's has
been great having him here."
For faculty, visiting professors
also provide variety. "Mixing things
up a bit can recharge the batteries,"
said Haltom.
"We don't want to become provincial in our work," said Sandier.
"Visiting professors allow us to have
that critical edge."
For students, visiting professors
may provide new insight into a
course curriculum. "It energizes stu-

"We don't want to
become provincial in
our work. Visiting
professors allow us to
have that critical edge,"
—Florence Sandier
dents to have a native of another system talk about that system," said
Haltom.
"I wasn't looking forward to taking Western European Politics, but I
had to for my major," said Kristen
Anderson, a politics major. "Now it
is my favorite class because it is interesting to be learning about European culture and politics from a professor that is from that system."
"In class we have received a European view as well as a historical
perspective of literature." said
Michael Lee, a student in Auberlen's
Literature survey class. "These
viewpoints are totally different than
the American viewpoint I have received my entire life."
Curriculum construction was one
issue dealt with by both professors.
Grovesnor and Auberlen were required to teach a specific course, but
within that course there was an ele-

merit offreedom. Grovesnor utilized
advice from departmental faculty as
well as students taking the course to
devise the curriculum.
For Auberlen compromises were
made on both sides. He was required
to stay with the "rubric" of the
course description, but was given the
opportunity to slightly shift the time
period of literature studied in his
course. This shift will be incorporated into the 1996-1997 English literature curriculum.
Since 1978 UPS has hosted 19
visiting professors from countries
such as Finland, Israel, Bangladesh
and the United Kingdom. Visitors
may be invited on a short-term basis (one day lecture) or the long-term
basis of a semester or a year. Longterm visitors are typically selected
by their home institutions to fill Vacant departmental positions at UPS.
Meisberger said, "Professors are
brought from places where students
study so that they have more of an
awareness of where students are
coming from, why they are asking
certain questions and what an
American college workload is like."
In addition to professors visiting
campus, 70 members of the UPS faculty have visited foreign countries.
These visits allow professors to research, teach and attend conferences.
Both Haltom and Sandier advocated a need to increase faculty exchanges on the UPS campus for educational purposes. According to the
two professors, students and faculty
benefit from experiencing new viewpoints and new teaching styles. "If
the world were a perfect place, faculty would be nomadic," said
Haltom.
Likewise, Grovesnor supported
the idea of adding an international
touch to the university. "Faculty and
students should be recruited internationally," he said. "Universities
should defy national borders— education must internationalize."

AMJ1
F1:
•University Band and Wind Ensemble
Concert conducted by Robert Musser;
Melissa Kirkman, clarinet soloist.
Concert Hail, 8:00 p.m. FREE.
•Senior Directed Theatre: How/Got
That Sto,y, directed by Phil Navallo and
Frankie ano'JohnnyA'i the Claire Do
Lune, directed by Jesse Hinds.
8:00p.m. in the Inside Theatre on
Friday. Also at 2 & 8 p.m. on Saturday.
$2 for seniors/students; $3 for general
admission. X3419.

•ASUPS Concerts Spring Weekend.
Band Sweetwater Sage and Katies
Dimples will perform at 8:00p.m. in the
Fieldhouse. Tickets $2 for students. For
more information phone X3419.
•Wendy Gruber will present her junior
voice recital at 8:00p.m. in th eConcert
Hall. Free admission.

:I;'/1 11111
•Junior One Acts performing in Inside
Theatre at 5p.m. Free admission. See
special events section below for details.
X3197.

Art &bibltlons:

•Campus Music Network presents
another concert in lieu of the Cellar
Concert Series. The Hunger Artists &
The Pebble Theory will perform at
10:00p.m. in the Cellar with no charge
to viewers. X3657 for info.

KITTREDGE GALLERY on campus.
10-4 p.m. M-F; 1-4 p.m. Sundays.
FREE.
March 20-April23: Sculpture by Blake
Moore and ceramics by Pat McCormick
April 26-Mayl9:Senior Student Show

•Concort On The Lawn. Presented by
the University Symphony Orchestra
with student conductors. Music will
begin at 4:00p.m. in the Karten
Quadrangle in front of the Music
Building (moved into Concert Hall in
case of bad weather). Pure music
enjoyment with free admission.
•Auditions for the September Senior
Directed Show:Lone/yP/ane/ a play by
Stephen Dietz and directed by Doug
Flynn. Auditions begin at 7:00p.m. in
the Inside Theatre with call backs on
May 4. Roles available for two men.
Audition packets on reserve in the
theatre office, Jones 101.

TACOMA ART MUSEUM
1123 Pacific Avenue. 272-4258.
$1 -$3. Times Vary.
Tuesdays are free.
Feb.14-May.21: Collections: Recent
Acquisitions to the Northwest
Collection.
Mar. 18-June 4: JET DREAMS: The
Northwest in the Fifties.
SEATTLE ART MUSEUM
100 University Street. 654-3100
10 a.m.-5 p.m.Tues.-Sun; 10 am.-9
p.m.Thursday.

GRAND TACOMA CINEMA 606 S.
Fawcett. $4 for early shows, $6 for late
show. 593-4474. Thru April27. Exotica
Daily at 5 & 7p.m.; Clerks at 9p.m. and
11 p.m. on Fridays

Exo/kaand i71a,ks

Music
ANTIQUE SANDWICH COMPANY
51st & Pearl St. 752-4069.
Tuesdays: Acoustic music- folk, blues,
classical and jazz—open mic night. 710 p.m.$2. Sundays:"Classical
Sundays. At concerts stail at 3:00p.m.
Various artists performing. Donations
warmly accepted.
BORDERS BOOKS & MUSIC
2508 South 38th St. 473-9111.
Fridays: open mic. Various soundspop, rock, folk. FREE. 8-10 p.m.
4TH AVENUE TAVERN
210 E. Fourth, Olympia.
Sundays: Olympia Unplugged. Live
Music Society open mic night. 7p.m.

Comedy

rli

•JAZZ: Syd Potter directs the University
Jazz Band in its final performance of
the year at 8p.m. in the Concert Hail.
FREE admission.

CAMPUS FILMS. McIntyre 003. $1. Fri.
& Sat, at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m., Sunday at
6:00 and 8:30 p.m.X3419.

•Junior One Acts performing in Inside
Theatre at 5p.m. Free admission. See
special events section below for details.
X3197.

RIALTO FILM GUILD, 310 S.9th. $5 all
shows. Call 591-5894 for more
information. April24 - May4; Daily at
5:30 & 7:45p.m.; Sunday at 3:30, 5:213
& 7:45 p.m.
No I/rn until Mondag Ap17124:

S/ar Tr.k Ga#wa//oiis

Strawbarry A Chocolate.
•Richard Nace conducts the University
Chorale and Dorian Singers at 8p.m. in
the Concert Hall. FREE admission.

APRIL 28- MAY 5, 1995

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, 2611 N.
Proctor. 752-9500. $2 student. Evening
shows (6:30 p.mi8:30 p.m.) & Sat/Sun!
Wed Matinees.

Tacoma Little Theatre.
210 N. I Street. Phone 272-2481.
Saturdays, 11:30p.m. $5.
"Comedy Without a Net. Two improv
teams go head-to-head in an evening of
giggles and audience participation.

Monday, Mayl :AmAv&ioby Romulus
Linney. WhatA,e Tuesa'aysLike?by
Victor Bumbalo. Fugue hi a Nui5elyby
Harvey Fierstein. SlaterMaiy/gnatvs
Explahis ftAIibr You byChistopher
Durang.
Tuesday, May 2: The &'ue HoucCity
Sketches by David Marnet. Savage in
Lhnboby John Patrick Shanley. finding
the Sun by Edward Abee. Lone Starby
James McClure.

SPRING ARTS FESTIVAL
Sunday, April 30th: The annual Spring
Arts Festival will be presented with Very
Special Arts Washington, celebrating
artists with disabilities as well as the
current exhibition, Jet Dreams: The Sac
/ntheNoithwes/ From 12 Noon to
5:00 p.m. Visitors can create art and
join in the fun of art workshops, and
music and dance performances. The
Festival is free with regular Museum
admission.
(Admission to the Tacoma Art Museum,
12th & Pacific, Downtown Tacoma, is
$3 for adufts, $2 for seniors and
students and $1 for children 6-12).
Please phone 2724258 for scheduled
highlights, specific times and more
information.

JUNIOR ONE ACTS
Spend two late afternoons enjoying the
theatre talents of Puget Sound Juniors.
The Inside Theatre will host the
following shows with no charge to
audience desire:

Classifieds!
C Trail advertising gets results.)
ruii
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Charming daylight rambler; three bedroom, one bath, garage, large back
yard. Nice neighborhood close to cainpus. $750 with $500 deposit-1513
South Adams. For appointment please
call (206) 277-4105.

1 bedroom Apt available. Walk to
classes. Cute, cozy apt with laundry
facilities & off-street parking. Excellent location, near shops & busline.
Northend Apartments. 2907 N 8th
Street. 581-3766 or 472-RENT

Are you health conscious? Nutritionally concerned & globally aware? Start
making a difference in your life and
others' today. $500-$2000 monthly.
Call Erik at 1-800-927-2527 ext 3327

•Start at $10.25.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
We will train, flexible hours. PIF &
FIT positions available. Scholarship&
and internships available. Apply now
start after fmals. Call 589-0340.

1 13 I M RXIE11 1 IIJU
With $99 Move-In special*. Variety of
1 & 2 bedroom floorplans to choose
from. Covered parking, limited access
entrance, patio/balcony. Some with
fireplaces & washer/dryers. Located in
Historical Districts.
Wrights Apts & Maples Apts. 812 N.
KStreet#112 572-4235 or472-RENT
*Good thru 5/15/95

Intensive six-week program at Lewis
& Clark College in Portland, Oregon
July 18-Aug 27. Study Japanese lang.
(all levels) & culture courses in economics, literature and history. Earn 8
sem. hrs (12 qtr. hrs) while living and
studying with Japanese students. Outdoor wilderness trip included. Prior
language study NOT required. Scholarships available! OregorilJapan Summer Program. 222 SW Columbia Si,
Suite 1750 Portland, OR 97201
1-800-823-7938 opieannb@aol.com

lTui IIIiItJl
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Students Needed! Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3000-$6000+ per month.
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206) 545-4155 ext
A60893
_. IIU I1 :ii ii ie.'iui I t4If
Earn up to 2000+/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and fulltime employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1-206-634-0468 ext C 60893

WI hi ti 11 I I I'I I] ti ti i.

Studio, 1, 2, &3 bedroom all with
unique floorplans. Limited access entrance, laundry rooms & extra storage.
Suncrest Apartments. 1303 N Division. Call 472-RENT
•U.Ut'U UI1 kXI
Newer, quiet 2 bdrm apartment with
washer/dryer self cleaning oven, dishwasher. Covered parking available,
limited access entiance & social room.
Heritage House Apartments Call 3831505 or 472-RENT

— 1U '%XU UI WI IP1
Over $6 Billion in FREE financial aid
is now available from private sector
grants & scholarships. All students are
eligible regardless of grades, income,
or parents' income. Let us help you.
Call Student Financial Services: 1800-263-6496 ext. F60891
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Softball splits with Pacific Lutheran
& Central, drops to second in PNWAC
• BiseI tosses
pertect game in win
over Lutes
BY SETH DONSKER

Sports Editor
Darn Bisel, a pitcher for the Puget
Sound softball team, threw the first
perfect game in ten years for the
Loggers to secure a victory over
Pacific Lutheran University onTuesday. The Loggers dropped the second game however, and also split
with Central Washington on Saturday to fall into second place in the
Pacific Northwest Athletic Confer ence.
In the matchup of the Northwest's
two highest rated fastpitch softball
teams, Bisel's perfect game carried
the Loggers to victory. Puget Sound,
ranked 11th in the NAIA, took the
first game of the doubleheader over
the ninth ranked Lutes, 1-0. She retired 21 batters in a row, including
eight strikeouts while improving her
record to 11-2 on the season.
"It takes a great pitcher to stop
great hitting, and Dani had it today,"
said Robin Hamilton, the Loggers
coach.
Bisel has now struck out 62 batters on the year, and leads the league
in earned-run-average at 0.900.
The contest was tied at zero going into the seventh inning when
Heather Paulsen popped up to center and ran safely into secondbase
when the ball was dropped. Kristen
Wilson moved Paulsen to third on a
sacrifice bunt, and designated hitter
Freda Franklin grounded to third.
The ball was mishandled when the
Lutes third baseman Jenny Kindle
fell, and Paulsen was at home with
the winning run.
The Lutes battled back to take the
second game of the doubleheader 62. Bisel was pitching her second
game of the afternoon, and was un-

able to control PLU's Sarah
Johnston, who went 2-for-4 with a
double and a solo homerun.
Despite the big win over nationally ranked opposition, the Loggers
still fmd themselves in second place
in the PNWAC behind Simon Fraser.
This is due to the doubleheader split
with Central Washington on Saturday, allowing the Clan to move one
game up on Puget Sound in the loss

column.
The Loggers took the first game
of the doubleheader 3-2, but dropped
the second game 4-1. That makes
this Sunday's doubleheader with
Simon Fraser critical for the Loggers
conference title hopes. The Loggers
are currently 10-2 in PNWAC play,
16-5 overall.
The Loggers also hosted NCAA
Division I University of Oregon on

Crew at Cascade
Sprints at American
Lake

PLU took home both Cups,
winning the men's race by 13
seconds and the women's race
by 17 seconds.

total of 178. Ben Hut finished
with a two round 190.

The Loggers crew teams will
row this week at the Cascade
Sprints to be held on American
Lake. It is the final event for
Loggers crew prior to the
Northwest Regionals on May
13th. The excitement last
week centered around the
traditional MeyerfLamberth
Cup Races between the
Loggers and PAcific Lutheran
University. The two squads
took to the waters of American
Lake last Saturday. The Meyer
Cup, the men's prize, is the
oldest cup race on the west
coast. The Lamberth Cup,
originally rowed for in the mid
70's, is the target for women's
rowers.

Golf at Simon
Fraser Invitational

14 SPORTS
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DANI BISEL delivers a pitch in the Loggers loss to the University of Oregon on Sunday. It was Bisel's first loss of the
season. She now has 62 strikeouts on the season, and leads the conference with an ERA of 0.900.

The Puget Sound golf team
takes on some of the
Northwest's finest at the Simon
Fraser University Invitational
this weekend in Burnaby, B.C.
At the Western Washington
University Invitational last
weekend, Puget Sound finished
ninth overall. A.P. Parks led
the Loggers with a secondround 78 and a two round total
of 157. Alex Wilsie shot a
second round round 78 and
shot 160 for the weekend. Eric
Waeckerlin was 80-83 for a
total of 163, while Mark
Clement shot a 92-86 for a
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Sunday. The Ducks powerful lineup ton on Thursday and Simon Fraser
opened up a 8-0 lead going into the on Sunday. Puget Sound needs to
fmal inning, but the Loggers mounted sweep both doubleheaders in order
a huge comeback before finally los- to win the PNWAC regular season
ing 8-7. The Ducks took the second title and host the conference tournagame 6-2. Despite the loss, the Log- ment. The Loggers have already
gers can take heart in the comeback earned a spot in the PNWAC playand hope the experience serves them offs.
Both doubleheaders will be
well in the NAIA post-season.
The Loggers will host doublehead- played at Peck Field on the corner
ers this week with Western Washing- of 15th and Sprague.

Baseball drops three
to Lewis-Clark
College
It was a tough week for the
Puget Sound baseball team this
week, dropping three games to
Lewis-Clark College. The
Loggers fell 4-2 and 20-11 on
Saturday, and lost 13-8 on
Sunday. Jon Huber had two
doubles on the weekend.
Ricardo Aguirre, Corey Van
Lith, Doug Anderson, and Man
Guyette also all doubled.
The Loggers hit the road this
week for a doubleheader with
the National Baseball Institute
of Canada. Puget Sound
dropped both previous meetings with NBI, falling 7-6 and
14-4 two weeks ago.

m
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Women take 2nd at home meet
• Keihilan sets
school record in
3000 meters
BYJAY ARThUR
Staff Writer
At the Puget Sound J.D. Shotwell
Invitational track meet last weekend,
the Puget Sound women's track team
took second place, fmishing behind
only the women from Pacific
Lutheran University. The men's
team for the Loggers ended up taking sixth.
Puget Sound, as usual, received many impressive individual performances. Roger
Bialous qualified for the NAIA
national meet in the 3000 meter
steeplechase with his winning
time of 9:19.9. Ahman Dirks
and Efic Cook finished in first
and second for the Loggers in
the 1500, and Dirks finished second in the 800.
On the women's side, the Loggers grabbed five of the top six
'4 EMILY KELLMAN leads
the pack around the corner
In the 3000 meters on
Saturday. Keliman won the
race in record time and was
named the UPS athlete of
the week.
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spots in the 3000 meters. Emily
Keilman took home the top spot,
setting the school record in the
process. Keilman was named
the UPS/Dande Trophy Company Athlete of the Week as well
as the Pacific Northwest Athletic
Conference Track Athlete of the
Week for her efforts. Beth
Robbins finished second behind
Kellman, with April Plattner
third, Andrea Boitano fourth,
and My Nguyuen fifth, picking
up key points to finish second in

the team standings at the meet.
Kirsten Holmboe won the
triple jump with a regional meetqualifying leap of 35 feet, 10 1/
2 inches. Andee Anderson finished second in the 100 behind
PLU's Sandy Metzger, winner of
the 200 as well.
The Puget Sound track and
field teams will remain in the
Tacoma area this weekend and
will participate in the Tacoma
Dodge Invitational on Saturday
at Lincoln Bowl Stadium.

So LI*ttle Time

.
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So Many Courses
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Consider Puget Sound's Summer Session
Enjoy the smaller classes and the gorgeous campus.
-

-

Experience a different mode of learning in the intense and
concentrated six-week courses.
Stay on track for graduation.

Features
/ Courses in most departments.

AND EGGS
OUR $1.99 BREAKFAST
AND FOR $1.00 MORE
AN ICY COLD CAN OF
HAMM' S

ii Courses in key Core areas.

v'

Prerequisite courses for classes offered next year.

V Excellent Puget Sound facultyV Twenty-five percent tuition reduction.
Registration opens April 10.
The Summer Bulletin was mailed to all students in March.

EVERY SAT & StJN 9 AM - 1 PM
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Guts or no guts, its
time to move
"You take writing seriously. I like that."

A professor of mine told me that today at the end of our scheduled poetiy writing conference. Mind you, she said this after I had
went on and on about how I never thought I would be able to write
poems, that poetry was as foreign to me as multivariate calculus,
and that the one time I attempted to write a poem (in the tenth
grade) I almost killed myself after the distressing cx-

5oi n. the

Jeez. Never
,
S
thought I'd write those.
Never thought I'dbe able to
write those. Hey, I even
have a collection of poems,
which is proof that with a
little guts, enough to get one started doing something she never
thought she'd do in a million years, anything is possible.
There are a lot of things I never thought I'd be doing right now,
guts or no guts;
Graduating, for one. Ever since the first time I figured out what
the word "college" meant, I looked ahead along my life timeline
and could see myself graduating from a university. . . someday.
Granted, at that time (oh, around age seven) my young, land-locked
midwestern mind had never heard of the 'Puget Sound region" let
alone . . . gasp . . .The University of Puget Sound."
Now, in a few short weeks, I will be among the six-hundred or so
seniors to walk across the Fieldhouse stage and shake President
Pierce's hand, to accept an empty diploma-holder, and then to watch
for the coming mail, hopeful the University remembered to mail
our respective degrees so that someday we have proof that we lived
through four years of universitydom.
I suppose it takes guts to do a lot of things, and not just to graduate college or write in iambic pentameter.
Smile. Laugh. Cry. Hate. Speak up. Walk to poetry class after
two hours of international economics. Live peacefully and actively.
Follow through.
Without guts would any of us be here at all? At UPS? Would I be
sitting here now, in front of the Trail's infamous Big Monitor computer, writing my memoirs as this year's Editor-in-Chief?
Probably not.
It takes guts to take on responsibility. Sometimes busy lives interfere with appreciation of that simple fact.
This past year alone is evidence that many students on this campus had the guts to work proactively to make this school a better
place, to not just sit apathetically at home and let the campus and
the world piss them off, to say "this is what I thin" and "this is how
I feel."
Whether we, the students, worked through ASUPS, on student
committees, for any of the number of clubs and organizations, in
fraternities or sororities, for the student media, or the Cellar, it took
guts for us to do so. How many times this year have I alone said to
myself, "Why am I doing this? Is there any good coming out of my
efforts?" I am sure many others active on campus have wondered
the same.
Fortunately, actions are louder than apathy. I admire those who
took a chance this year, spoke up, smiled, and contributed their efforts to improve this school and their lives in any way they could.
As Editor-in-Chief of the Trail, I can surely say that this campus
has kept things interesting for me this year. In addition to keeping
my days and nights filled with pleasure embedded with anxiety, the
experience being the so-called "watchdog" of the campus has also
left me with a certain sense satisfaction—satisfaction in knowing
that thanks to my staff and to those faithful Trail followers who
contributed their time and efforts to our cause, the Trail had a good
year. And I thank again all who have helped make it so.
Granted, if one were to ask me right now if working with newspapers is in my future, I will have to say, "let me think about it," and
then march back into the Trail office, stare at all of the front pages
waxed up on the wall from this and the past two years and really
think hard.
Fortunately I am not under any pressure to answer that question
now, for right now I am reveling in the fact that no longer do I have
to wony about crashing computers and temperamental printers. I
am putting down my blue correction pen and handing over my mountain of "micro management" post-it notes, and leaving the Trail in
good (gutsy) hands for next year's student body to entertain.
Now, for me, I am off to write that fmal poem.
Who would have thought?

editor

—Katharine Dvorak
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editor
Give me waffle cones
or give me death!
Dear Editor:
According to last week's Trail,
those involved in the leadership of
ASUPS accomplish little of consequence, spend their time serving no
interests but their own, and occupy
themselves by lamenting the apathy
of the student body. Nothing could
be further from the truth. And no
putative piece of "journalism" in recent memory has been so painfully
one-sided as to lack all credibility.
One would hope that any serious
assessment ofASUPS would expose
more about the organization than one
former senator 's disgruntlement.
So, if the Trail will not offer a more
complete pictuie of the student govemment that belongs to all of us, I
will.
First, it should be known that the
Senate did in fact allocate a significant amount of money in the fall of
this year to send me and another student to Washington D.C., for the introduction of a national campaign for
student voting opportunities. Once
in Washington we learned two facts
that had been inconveniently kept
from us until that point. First, Washington was not a state in which the
national organization, Lead or
Leave, had decided to file legislation. And we also learned that Lead
or Leave had little use for small private universities since we enjoy no
clout in state capitals where students
would do legislative work. In short,
the results from the trip were indeed
disappointing, and profoundly disappointing for me. But this reasonable disappointment should not
translate into an unreasonable dissatisfaction with ASUPS.
As an organization, ASUPS decided to commit resources to this
effort because we believed in the
cause of increasing voter participation among young people. I regret
nothing about last fall's experience
but that we could not join in the national effort to benefit students. Of
course, I also regret that the Trail's
staff would write about this matter
- or any other - without learning
something of what actually transpired. Students should not be upset; they should instead celebrate the
fact that ASUPS made a good faith
effort to serve their interests. Had
we not tried, failure would have been
assured. But we gave success a
chance, precisely as we should have.
Last week's diatribe also suggested blithely that senators devote
their energy to ridiculous issues such
as ensuring that waffle cones are
available from Food Services. Unfortunately, whether the Trail and a
former senator think waffle cones
are "ridiculous" is irrelevant. As
representatives of the students, we
on the senate received a flood of

complaints about the removal of
waffle cones from the servery. And
we successfully solved the problem
in a matter of days. Isn't that cxactly the sort of service the Trail
expects? Still, there is more to
ASUPS than waffle cones.
In what may be the crowning
achievement of our student government in my four years here, ASUPS
led a successful student effort to resist a proposed city ordinance which
would have had serious and adverse
effects on students living off-campus. In this case as in others, senators and executives worked until the
goal they shared with all students
was accomplished.
Following the resolution of the
issue, members of the faculty and
staff approached me on campus to
offer congratulations. I remember
the words of one in particular: "It's
amazing. I've never seen students
win anything before." It was indeed
amazing. But it would have been
inconceivable without the hard work
and dedication of ASUPS.
Furthermore, were it not for
ASUPS, students would have endured this academic year without the
benefit of access to a 24-hour cornputer lab; the library would have
closed two hours earlier than it does
now; the class of 1995 would graduate in Memorial Fieldhouse instead
of Baker Stadium; and students
would not have enjoyed the many
events, services, and opportunities
offered every week of the year by
our student government. in short,
contrary to the opinion of some, we
have accomplished a great deal. And
the current executives, senators, and
programmers promise more of the
same in the coming year.
Finally, it must be noted that
ASUPS is and will always be a student government. Implicit in these
words is the important point that we
are all still learning how to accept
roles of responsibility in our society. Unfortunately, it seems as if the
Trail has lost sight of this fact. The
point here is not to absolve ASUPS
of responsibility for its actions; indeed, we must be held accountable.
Rather, the point is that ASUPS is
comprised of students doing their
best to make Puget Sound a better
place for all, a point of which the
Trail should be well aware.
One of the great misfortunes of
contemporary society is that so
many outstanding individuals are
driven away from public service by
the blindly negative attitude shown
by some members of the mass media and the public.
I know that the staff of the Trail
is still learning to fulfill a role just
as are members of ASUPS. But I
hope with all I have that the Trail
learns to get its story straight before
it drives good people away from
what remains the most honorable
and important of devotions - on
this campus as well as in the larger
society.
The leaders of ASUPS do their
jobs while carefully considering the
impact of their actions on individuals. It is high time for the Trail to
do the same.
Sincerely,
Kevin Price

Multicultural apathy is
just the tip of the iceberg
Dear Mr. Editor Sir:
I was impressed with the extended
"diversity "coverage in last week's
issue but disappointed to find that
no one bothered to mention how
poor the turnout of the UPS "campus community" was at the African
American fair/festival.
I strolled into the Student Union
to grab a bagel and some yogurt that
Sat. morning when I heard some
sweet percussion music booming
from the great hall. When I peeked
around the corner, I was stoked to
see a full on, African drum and dance
team perfonning, but frustrated that
the performance was to a nearly
empty arena. The only people in attendance were the members of the

Why did they actively
choose to go sit in
the rotunda instead
of sitting in a seat and
seeing something
they might not have
before?
business community trying to sell
their wares, and the performers up
next, including a step dance team
from a local high school, an incredibly talented vocalist, a performance
poet and others. There were 130
chairs set up but not even 30 were
full at any one given time.
I can understand that many people
did not realize that this event was
going on, because it was by chance
that I stumbled upon it. Whose fault
is it for being uninformed? I am the
one that chooses not to grab a Tattler at the SUB or "finger" it "online" or read every calendar in the
Trail, or care to stop at the bulletin
boards around campus to read the
signs about one campus event or
another. Staying uninformed breeds
ignorance, and I am very aware of
that.
The only thing that irked me more
than to see an empty great hall was
to see a nearly full Rotunda at the
same time. What the hell is going
on here? I would be willing to bet
that a few of those people there
wanted to have a quiet breakfast
alone to get rid of that feeling after
a tough Friday night, for them the
percussionists were probably not a
gift. But what about the rest of the
people who were sitting awake, talking, giggling, and laughing around
11:30 am, wondering what was going on next door?
There was a sign that people had
to see when they walked into the
rotunda stating the festivities in the
great hall were "OPEN TO EVERYONE." What part of that did people
not understand? Why did they actively choose to go sit in the rotunda
instead of sitting in a seat and seeing something they might not have
before?
A gentleman who was also watching the concert with mixed emotions,
leaned over and said that he did these
type of fairs and community events

at Universities around the country,
but never once felt so embarrassed
for a school like he did that day. I
tried to make excuses at first, saying that a lot of people go out of town
on weekends and it was rather poorly
publicized, but then stopped and
admitted to him that when it comes
to issues that matter, this campus is
rather apathetic.
We all want our pretty little sheets
of paper after four years and hopefully an acceptance letter to some
great grad school, or a great job acquired through nepotistic means. It
is ridiculous just how apathetic we
have become.
The problem is bigger than this
one event, it is almost every event,
from athletics to lecturers to cultural
events. People just don't give a
damn! I have been to some incredible guest speakers and presentations
on this campus in four years, most
by coincidence. I remember hearing
an inspirational speaker who had the
entire audience jumping up and
down in some ancient tribal pre-lionhunting ritual, and yet another one
whose poetry inspired me for weeks.
The most important types of
things that you can leatn in college
will probably come from people who
are different from you, whether it be
in their political ideology or sexual
preference or eating habits. But we
have to bring ourselves into the situations to experience these things.
I can understand the desire to be
in a non- "high school pep rally everywhere, cheer leading captains are
the homecoming queen" environment but come on, you are in college, supposedly learning something. When else in your life are you
scheduled to experience as much as
possible? When are you expected to
bury yourselves in the works of profound people who passed away and
benefit from their mistakes? Nowhere, so why is it then that there is
this apathy when it comes to intellectually challenging yourself any
more than you have to?
I've only got a couple more weeks
left here until I "step out into the real
world" but for those who still have
some time left, please don't let your
laziness stunt your growth. Just go
experience some life for a change.
Hariharan Sreenivasan
Op Ed. Note: Editor-in-Chief
Katharine Dvorak is female.
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Letter writer apologizes
for his big vocabulary
Dear Editor,

nel'€

BY GALVIN GIJERRERO
Staff Writer

I extend my apologies for using
words that were not understood. I
truly regret that the form of my letter obscured its purpose. In my own
defense, however, I have no special
dictionary privileges. It pains me to
see that my letter, while it was intended to help the situation, was only
used to further stereotypes about
Christians.
Instead of making up defmitions
and spreading hearsay, I challenge
the paper to research and write an
unbiased feature on the ministries on
campus and their contributions to
UPS and the community. There are
hundreds of others besides "a bunch
of angry Baptists" that would be
willing to aid in the objective study.
Tacoma College Ministries (formerly Young Life) meets at 9PM on
Tuesdays in the Gall Day Chapel,
and Intervarsity Christian Fellowship meets Fridays at 6 in Thompson 124, just to name two. Until
then, comments about our hypocrisy
and judgmentalism must be put in
the category of unsubstantiated rumor.
The double standard in reporting
has hurt the credibility of your journalism. If you worry about truth in
other areas, please be equally concerned when covering areas of faith.
"Equal rights, not special rights" is
a current catch-phrase, and is all I
ask as well. Once again, I apologize that it took two letters instead
of one, and can only hope that they
make twice the impact.
Sincerely,
Steve Clem

Faculty overdiversification is NOT the
answer!
To the Editor:
I am deeply disturbed over some
statements made in the staff editorial last week. The Trail staff made
a call to the students of the University of Puget Sound to stand up to
the administration and demand
changes towards more diversity.
While I believe achieving diversity

cA

In search of our gardens
A song rages through my soul,
desperately fighting the paralyzing
beat of Apollo's symphony. This is
my blues song.
The Bacchae by Euiipedes ends
with Agave trying to piece together
her son, Pentheus, whom she had
just butchered. She had done so
under the influence of Dionysus, the
Greek "god of wine, of intoxication,
of ecstasy, religious abandon, mu-

If I were Emily
Dickinson's ghost, I
would be insulted by
an objective,
scientific study of my
poetry.
sic, and the ritual hunting and devouring of animals"— the antithesis
of Apollo. But how and why did
Agave murder her own son? Scholars, philosophers, and audiences
have debated such a question ever
since the play was first performed,
but I stand behind a Nietzschean interpretation. Just as a disease worsens when disregarded, the
Dionysean aspect of human nature
can fester when left unexplored and
misunderstood. Hence, when
Agave—and Pentheus—attempt to
explore the world of the Bacchae,
they fmd themselves ill-prepared for
the animal that has grown there.
What bearing does this story have
on our enlightened institution that
is a worthy goal, the changes proposed by the Trail staff seem narrow
minded. My particular concern was
with their desire for a more diverse
faculty. Their main argument made
the assumption that African American professors are better suited to
teach African American history
courses, and homosexual professors
are better suited to teach "Queer
Theory" type courses. That sounds
ridiculous! If courses like that can
only be taught by professors who
come from that background, then we
might as well get rid of Suzanne
Bamett because she's not Chinese!

we call the University of Puget
Sound? Nietzsche stated in his Twilight of the Idols that "The most
general formula at the basis of eveiy religion andmorality is: 'Do this
and this, refrain from this and thisand you will be happy!' " Well, the
god of our Ivy League religion is
Apollo, and we follow that god's
concept of academic progress and
improvement. "Both the taming of
the beast man and the breeding of a
certain species of man has been
called 'improvement.' " In its
struggle to emulate archetypes like
Princeton, Harvard, and Yale, our
university's Apollonian academia
breeds a species under the pillars of
Objectivity, Stoicism, and Professionalism. In the process, Dionysus
and human passion are repressed.
Are we as students encouraged to
enter the classroom as full human
beings? No. We are usually expected to be Scientists who will
meticulously inspect and dissect the
subject material. Although this approach may be appropriate for science, math, and business, it does not
fit well with the supposed goal of a
Liberal Arts education. What is that
goal? Ithinkitistoleammoreabout
human nature, and about ourselves,
by listening and responding to the
work of artists who have, throughout history, gradually taught us
something about human nature. This
means that we not sit perpLually
unstirred by the work of artists; that
we not remain numb to their stimulating insights.
If I were Emily Dickinson's ghost,
I would be insulted by an objective,
scientific study ofherpoetry. Tome,
art is a catalyst for potential flames
And we should get rid of Christopher Ives because he's not Japanese!
What I'm trying to say here is that
these courses are not only as good
as the nationality or sexual prefer ence of the professor. These faculty
are here because they are highly
qualified to teach these courses. To
choose professors strictly because of
their race or sexual preference would
be prejudiced in itself. I don't deny
that diversity is needed, but we don't
need to compromise the standards of
the University in order to achieve it.
Julie MacDonald

ofunderstanding, enlightenment, or
passion within the hearts of the audience. We should allow ourselves
to cry at a theatre, or dance to joyful
music, or feel the rage of an unsettling painting, or smile assuredly at
theheart-warming words of the poet.
In other words, we should be Honest enough to acknowledge and feel
our own humanity in the humanity
embodied in art. if we truly wanted
to learn to be better persons, we
would not cloud our studying of art,
and of humanity, by using the
apassionate Microscopes and Telescopes ofObjectivity. We would not
informally shun and taboo the sharing of personal experiences in the
classroom. We would not presume
that every student, professor, and
staff member is "just fme." We
would not condemn our emotions
and passions, the most compelling
drives in human nature, to a prison
we euphemistically call the "private
realm." In short, we would not deny
our own humanity that we tend to
study vicariously in a liberal arts
education—we would not muffle the
blues song that resonates in our
books, in our paintings, and in our
music.
Among us a student cries in empathy for Ophelia. Somewhere out
there, a person rages with Wagner.
And in silence, an anonymous soul
feels at ease with Monet. I entreat
the classroom to meet these people,
and to listen to their stories. I seek
the insights ofother students, which
more often than not greatly enhance
my own insights into the subject
matter the human spirit. But learning about the human spirit is Severely hindered and distorted if done
only through the tunnels of our objective intellects. For that reason, I
ask only that we foster an educational environment that is less hostile, if not more conducive, to the
sharing of each other's Passions.
Maybe then we can consider what Adrienne Rich calls, "The possibility of life between us." Maybe then,
in a room of Honesty, we candance,
together, to the blues songs that we
study. Maybe then, we can begin to
understand, appreciate, embrace,
and, ultimately, rediscover the lost
Dionysus in our lives. A fuller human experience lies in that rediscovery.
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Girl/Boy Scouts foster
gender stereotypes
BY KATE NEWMAN
Staff Writer
There is nothing I abhor more than
realizing I abhor something I hadn't
realized I abhor as much as I do. In
order to restore my own sense of inner peace, I feel I must share my revelation to the greater campus community.
I hate to beat around the bush, so
here it is: Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts of America are evil. They are
Satan's spawn. They are tools of the
devil. Plain and simple.
Mind you, I have no problem with
the participants necessarily. They
don't know any better. They don't
realize they are but pawns in the
game of gender. Instead, it is the
structure of these organizations that
I cannot stand.
Let me back up a minute. Perhaps
I have come on a bit strong. I realize
many of you may have strong ties to
and fond memories of your respective Scout programs, so I will try to
explain why they upset me so.
My immense distaste for Scouts
programs stems from childhood
trauma. When I was in second grade
I became a Brownie. I was told that
ill stuck with it long enough, I would
graduate from the tacky light brown
uniform to the tacky light green uniform. And if I was really good, I
would get lots of tacky patches to
sew onto my matching tacky light
brown sash. And of course they
would teach me how to sew, too.
At first this was very exciting to
me because I thought I knew what
Girl Scouts was all about. I was envisioning pocket knives and camping trips and tying knots. What I got
was construction paper and cookie
sales. Why? Because I was a
Brownie, not a Cub Scout. Because
-c,'as (and still am) a female and not
a male.
This was the first and most blatant time anyone has ever tried to
dictate my behavior according to
what girls are or aren't supposed to
do. No one could ever really explain this to me with anything other
than the parental standby of "because I said so." So I came to the
conclusion that apparently there is
something in the vaginas of millions
of little girls all over the country that
dictates their propensity toward
shortbread and crafts projects. Likewise, the penises of boys make them
want to go camping and make birdhouses. Certainly, there is no room
for any variation.
By this model there can be no
valid, properly endowed boys who
would stoop so low as to sell Girl
Scout cookies, for that should
threaten his young, budding sense of
machismo. The same goes for the
girls. No proper girl made of sugar
and spice and eveiything nice would
be caught dead with a compass or a
hammer in her dainty hand.
We all know that this is not true.
We all know or were kids who did
not fit this mold. (I am reminded of
illy, who I knew in pre-school. He

looked very pretty in a dress. I think
he would have made a damn fine
Brownie.) So what then is the logical basis for this system? It seems
clear to me that there is none, rather
there is only an irrational adherence
to out-dated, restricting gender roles.
But the most horrific thing about
Girl and Boy Scouts is how nobody
has ever thought to challenge their
legitimacy. Attacking the concept of
Scouts organizations is unheard of.
If I but had a nickel for every time I
was looked at like I was insane when
I mentioned distaste for Scouts organization, I would be a rich woman
today.
I find this unthinking acceptance
of institutionalized sexual segregation and stereotypical gender socialization as appalling as the organizations themselves.
As a matter of pride, I valiantly
try to struggle to fmd a solution to
the dilemma, rather than engaging
in mindless bitching. The solution
cannot simply be the integration of
boys into Girls Scouts and girls into
Boy Scouts. The very names of the
organizations will continue to send
the message that cookies are for girls
and camping is for boys. People will
still see a boy in Girl Scouts as a boy
in Girl Scouts, instead of as a boy
pursuing his interests.
Making Scouts co-ed would just
allow all of the den mothers and fathers to feel like they were being inclusive, while they continue to subvert the gender identity of those boys
in Girl Scouts and those girls in Boy
Scouts. The complete dismantling
of the Scouts organizations as we
know them is the only thing to do.
If nothing else, the names must
go. We could call them the Domestic/Salesperson Scouts of America
and the Handyperson/Outdoor
Scouts of America. Or we could
have a"Nanie The Scouts" contest
with a year's supply of Caramel
Delites as a prize. Perhaps then the
warped conservative messages of
gender stereotypes would be less
likely to infiltrate the psyche of children.

I'm outta here like
yesterday's. news

Hostility towards religion
raises questions and
concern
Dear Campus Community:
As many of you know, last week
was Holy Week, a celebration of the
final week of the life of Jesus Christ.
Perhaps you noticed one or two students in the SUE at lunch time, offering to wash people's feet as agesture of love and service toward oth-
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Editor in Chief

Katharine Dvorak
Senior Editor

I've been thinking about this Staff Editorial for a couple years.
Somehow I thought I would have planned for it better.
StaffEditorials always appear in this space in the Trail and represent, supposedly, the yiews of the entire staff. Full-time Journalists
who wear suits form "editorial boards" that meet over coffee and
donuts to come to consensus on
the issues of the day.
C
At the Trail we make core
.
..Jj
staffers sign up months in advance to write the "staff ed," as
we call it. If it is your turn, you
write your editorial and hope
nobody on staff completely disagrees with you when they see it
waxed to the flats. Nobody ever really wants to write the staff ed,
but those who fail to carry out their duty are ostracized and don't get
a piece of Cellar pizza Wednesday night.
I'm writing the staff ed this week because Sara Freeman offered
it to me, deciding to dedicate herself to a paper for Denise Depres. I
jumped at the chance because I can basically write anything I want,
and it's my last chance to do so.
I knew halfway into my first semester working at the Trail, as a
well paid work study peon, that I was here to stay.
That was Freshman year. I've worked here four years, taking vanous pay cuts and changes in station: Managing Editor, Features Editor and, now, Senior Editor. Was my four year fling like a bad habit
or twisted love affair, or was it an example of sustained service to
my fellow students and good career planning? I'm not sure, maybe
there's not a difference and, at any rate, it doesn't matter. I'm outta
here!
I've already gotten sentimental enough and lost focus, using the
paper, in Trail tradition, as a vehicle for my own ego. But what I
really want to say is not a soppy farewell, or reminiscence. Newspapers are, by nature, ephemeral things: here today, gone tomorrowthat's why they're printed on such cheap paper, so often, and in
huge quantities.
Whatever I write here has to be relevant to you, now, in the last
few days of school before this issue is thrown out as you pack up to move on or go home.
All I want to do is say thank you. And I don't mean thank you to
all the editors I've worked with who are gone, or who, like me, will
soon be gone, or, like Carrie, who keeps hounding me to finish this
thing ten minutes ago, or who will be here to carry the Trail torch
next semester. I don't mean to thank the University or ASUPS either. I mean thank you to whoever is reading this now.
If you're reading this, the paper is playing a role in your day-today life: something current, and something useful—even if only to
pass the time and see how many streaking incidents are reported
this week in Crimes on Campus. If you're reading this it means my
job over the last four years hasn't been a complete waste.
Now, turn to the back page and ogle over the full color Combat
Zone again—I put a lot of time into that thing along with Todd Miller
this week. And, finally, be sure you recycle.
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Thanks, David Franzen
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ens. One day, as I chatted briefly seem to be becoming a minority.
with onepf these students, he would Okay, I can accept that. I understand
periodically call out to passers-by, and respect people's freedom to
offering to wash their feet. As one make their own choices about such
man passed, he said, "You know, things. However, I cannot help but
there is no God." My friend re- notice the growing hostility toward
sponded that he believed differently. religious people.
The man's curt response was a rather
What kind of a response is "you
condescending, "Yeah, you would." would?" Why are we looked down
I was appalled at the man's attitude on? One of the founding ideas of
and tone of disrespect. However, this country is freedom of religion.
this is not the first time I have wit- Yet, what is going on now? We apnessed such events on this campus. pear to be digressing. I'm not askIn all honesty, I freely admit that ing people to "repent and follow
I am a Christian, and strong in my God." It's not just the Christians
beliefs. I love Jesus and I believe in who are being discriminated against.
God. But, in all fairness, I will put I'm just asking for a little tolerance.
that aside for a moment for the sake After all, if "there is no God," then
of objectivity. what could He possibly have done
What I am concerned with is to you?
people's lack of tolerance. What is
so wrong with having a belief in
A Child of God,
God? Nowadays, religious people
Elizabeth C. Achuff
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ASUPS Concerts Presents
Spring Weekend 1995
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Fresh from a Seattle Earth Day concert
with Heart, SWEETWATER will perform at the
UPS Memorial Fieldhouse on Saturday, April
29th. Seattle favorite SAGE and Tacoma rising
stars KATIE'S DIMPLES will also perform
promptly at 8:00 PM. ASUPS is pleased to
present this concert for only $2.00. Tickets can
be purchased at the Info Center or at the door.
Footage of the bands can be seen at the SUB
video kiosk or heard on KUPS 90.1 FM.
ASUPS hopes you will include this incredibly
low-priced event into your Spring Weekend
activities.
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ASUPS would like to recognize these people for their outstanding contribution to the University of Puget Sound.
John Gardner

Andy Aweida

Charles T. Battin Award

Eric Spurrell Memorial Good Government Award

Scot Duffield

Keiran Nelson

Chimes Cup Award

Spirit Trophy
S -

Kevin Price
Norton Clapp Arete Award

Susie Overton
Nancy Riehi Hoff Award

Gladys Knight

Jen Tenlen

Herman Kleiner Brotherhood Award

Yumi Kawaji Outstanding Woman Award

Vic Davis
Ralph Olson Memorial Award

Scott Jackson Outstanding Man Award

Understanding Sexuality

Sara Freeman

Oxhoim Trophy

Sky Cup Award

Galvin Guerrero

Emily Keilman and Danita Erickson-Parkhurst

Julie Davidson

Alumni Association Outstanding Acheivement Award

Dottie Rasmussen Leadership Award

This Week at Campus Films

Star Trek: Generations
Fri. & Sat. at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.,
Sunday at 6:00 and 8:30 p.m.
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The Quote Wall, revisited
Popular sentiment around campus is that The Trail staff is "a ragtag bunch
of cocksmoking fools who couldn't edit copy if their worthless lives depended on it."
Well, once again, The Combat Zone provides solid evidence for such
sentiment. Started last year by the late great Combat Zone editor John
Tocher (who now delivers Domino's pizzas for a meager living), The Quote
Wall was originally intended to honor those Trail staff members who spontaneously uttered a humorous non-sequitor. After a couple weeks of documentation, though, Tocher discovered that his beloved co-workers were
nothing more than "cocksmoking fools."
This school year was no different. Even the of new faces seen hanging
around the office failed to alter the quality of The Quote Wall. So, without
further ado, here's what we said
tie Dvorak, Editor
Sundown Stauff'er, former Ira
"I hope you can't hear through oddity
these walls."
"Dave, if you were taller and had
"Are we the only people on this the body of an olympic swimmer,
entire campus who think they are the you'd look exactly like a Nazi."
most arrogant pig-heads in the
"I amused myself for a few minworld?"
utes today by getting a hammer out
"I wanted to be God, but he of the tool box and hitting anything
wouldn't let me."
that was rubber."
vid Franzen, Senior Editor
Sara Freeman, A & E Editor
"I like my sounds."
"Edward Albee is a big fucking
ely Cesario, News Editor
deal."
"We're not respectable, we're The
"I missed my calling as a Solid
Trail."
Gold dancer."
"I can't fucking type! Katie, I
"His hair is slicked too far back
quit."
for him to have a sense of humor."
"Would you like a 'shroom,
Jen Wong, Layout Editor
Mpm?"—practicing a conversation
"So if you see him, kick his
with his mother
ass."—speaking of her newfound
"I'm not a slut, really."
movie mooch
irrie Siegel, Opinions Editor
"I live to be confused by this uni"Life is like a box of laxatives; it's versity."
full of shit."
"All of my opinions are irratio"I look like Maiy Lou Retton in nal."
her 10 days."—on her new doo
Todd Starkweather, former
"No, he's Honor's dumb ... oh, Opinions Editor
you're in Honors? What a faux pas."
"What? You don't like my ver"When I grow up, I want to be a nacular?"
welder by day, an erotic dancer at
Liz Evans, News Assistant
night. That way I'd get the best of
"Being in here is like watching an
both worlds."
episode of 'Northern Exposure."
The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
such, has been set off from the rest of this paper.
Resemblances to any person, place or com.mencenient
speaker without satirical intent are strictly coincidental.
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Look! It's the liberal media lynch mob! (from r to I) tallest row. Seth Donsker, Sports Editor; Keith Turuasky, Music Reviewer;
Jennifer Caidwell, Staff Writer; Courtney Ferguson, Features Editor, (as represented by a paper sign) Uz Evans, Assistant News
Editor; Tony Cesario, News Editor, Dave Kupferman, Jew; Bret Norris, Layout Editor; Kathleen Odell, Ad Director and Business
Manager; Katharine Dvorak, Editor. In a row of her own: Carrie Siegel, Opinions Editor. On the couch: Sara Freeman, A&E Editor; Jen
Wong, Layout Editor; Todd Miller, Combat Zone Editor; David Franzen, Senior Editor; Kristen Daniels, News Copy Editor. Front: Zoe
Gollogly, Assistant A&E Editor.

Courtney Fergus
Editor
"The Trail recommends masturbation."
Todd Miller, Combat Zone Editor
"That's my fuckin' Crest, boy!"
Dave Kupferman, Jew

"I think I've successfully alienated everybody in this office."
"Katie, the computer ate my
thing."–.-Kathleen Odell
"What thing would that be,
Kathleen?"—Katie Dvorak

"The color of your shirt matches
your hair really well, Dave."
—Carrie Siegel
"I was hoping it would match my
shoes."—David Franzen
"I think it's time for a coup."Tony Cesario
"No coups, Tony."—Katie
Dvorak
"Oh, please. . .just one."—Tony
"I'd want to die either in sleep or
during sex."—Liz Evans
"I want to go out with a bang."Carrie Siegel

"Man, I shouldve gotten cheese
on this sandwich."—David Franzen
"Damn hindsight."—Jen Wong
"Are you going to do Satan?"Tony Cesario
"You can do him first and tell me
how he is."—Katie Dvorak
"We need folks like you."
—Carrie Siegel
"Folks like me need therapists."
—Tony Cesario
"C'mon ... you know you want
to."—ad copy (Tony Cesario)

elli1ill: Keep feeling fascination

